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The Wisdom of Bones
by Kitty Aldridge

To find a creature part eel, part African lion, who steps the
tightrope, plays the viola, frightens the ladies and sings like a
nightingale. This is my task. I must conjure, procure and invent, as
a novelty is only novel once and no success succeeds as surely as
failure fails.
London 1879 – In a gloomy room on Islington's back streets, showman
Percy Unusual George dreams of the miracle that will change his fortunes
and that of his troupe of performing Remarkables. This waking dream will
lead him to an infamous French dwarf, an exiled Polish king, and a
superstar of the Enlightenment…and alter the course of his life forever.
France 1751 – At the court of Lunéville, in the Alsace region of Lorraine, exiled Polish King Stanislas hosts
grand parties for the French nobility and luminaries of the Enlightenment. While Voltaire falls in love with
Émilie du Châtelet, the Polish king presents his horrified queen with a gift of an infant dwarf from the
Vosges Mountains. King Stanislas names the child, Bébé, and watches indulgently as his protégé becomes
the most notorious and celebrated dwarf in France, until an unexpected guest arrives and unforeseen
tragedy follows.
Two ambitious men. One hundred years apart. Kitty Aldridge entwines their stories to powerful effect in
this astonishingly imaginative and daring novel. The Wisdom of Bones is a high-wire performance: a hypnotic
tale of desire and ambition, a quest for celebrity, and the human ache to be loved and remembered.
KITTY ALDRIDGE is the author of Pop, which was longlisted for the Orange Prize for Fiction and
shortlisted for the Pendleton May First Novel Award. Her most recent novels are Cryers Hill and A Trick I
Learned from Dead Men. She was described by Richard Ford as having ‘a moral grasp upon life that is grave,
knowing, melancholy, often extremely funny and ultimately optimistic.’
UK publication date: Corsair – 2nd May 2019
Praise for previous novel, A Trick I Learned from Dead Men:
‘Both tragic yet somehow life-affirming, her novel holds you to the end’ – Sunday Times
‘Pitch-perfect ... blackly funny, moving’ – Independent
‘Aldridge beautifully captures Lee’s thought patterns... Her research is impeccable, and the quirky portrait
of funeral home routine will appeal to fans of the TV series Six Feet Under’ – Daily Mail
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Body Lies
by Jo Baker

From the Sunday Times bestselling author of Longbourn and A
Country Road, A Tree comes a tense and atmospheric thriller, a
timely exploration of male violence in fiction, and in real life.

When a young mother accepts a creative writing post in a remote
northern university, it’s meant to be a fresh start, away from the big
city and the scene of a violent assault that she’s desperate to forget.
But despite the distractions of a busy teaching schedule and single
motherhood, she continues to feel on edge. To make matters worse, a
heated debate about the depiction of violence against women sours
the group dynamic, turning her class into a pit of rivalry and tension.
Her concerns increase when a talented but troubled student declares that he can only write the truth. His
work hints at a tragic past, but when he starts to email her privately, attaching fresh chapters from his
novel, fiction and reality begin to blur. She recognises herself as the woman in his book - and he has
written her a terrible fate.
Will she be able to stop life imitating art before it’s too late?
Told in intertwining stories and conflicting voices, The Body Lies is a book about sexual violence and its
aftermath; about the imposition of one person’s will on another; about resistance, resilience and recovery.
JO BAKER is the author of several novels including the bestselling Longbourn. Her critically acclaimed
most recent novel, A Country Road, A Tree, is about the life of Samuel Beckett and was shortlisted for the
Walter Scott Prize for Historical Fiction and the James Tait Black Prize.
UK publication date: Doubleday – June 2019
Praise for previous novel, A Country Road, A Tree :
‘Skilful . . . daring . . . extraordinary' – Guardian
'A fascinating fictional account of Samuel Beckett's wartime years' – Ian Rankin
'Beautifully written, empathetic and unflinching, it is very, very good' – Daily Mail
'Insightful . . . beautifully paced . . . authentic’ – Irish Times
Rights sales for The Body Lies: UK (Doubleday), US (Knopf), Germany (Knaus/Penguin Verlag)
Rights sales for previous novel, A Country Road, A Tree: UK (Doubleday), US (Knopf), Germany
(Knaus), Italy (Einaudi)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Silence of the Girls
by Pat Barker

★ Sunday Times Bestseller ★
The new novel from the Booker Prize-winning author of the
Regeneration series.
The ancient city of Troy has withstood a decade under siege of the
powerful Greek army, who continue to wage bloody war over a stolen
woman– Helen. In the Greek camp, another woman watches and waits for
the war’s outcome: Briseis. She was queen of one of Troy’s neighbouring
kingdoms, until Achilles, Greece’s greatest warrior, sacked her city and
murdered her husband and brothers. Briseis becomes Achilles’s
concubine, a prize of battle, and must adjust quickly in order to survive a radically different life, as one of
the many conquered women who serve the Greek army.
When Agamemnon, the brutal political leader of the Greek forces, demands Briseis for himself, she is
caught between the two most powerful of the Greeks. Achilles refuses to fight in protest, and the Greeks
begin to lose ground to their Trojan opponents. Keenly observant and coolly unflinching about the daily
horrors of war, Briseis finds herself in an unprecedented position to observe the two men driving the Greek
forces in what will become their final confrontation, deciding the fate, not only of Briseis’s people, but also
of the whole of the ancient world.
Briseis is just one among thousands of women behind the scenes in this war – the slaves, the prostitutes,
and the women who lay out the dead – all of them erased by history. With breath-taking historical detail
and luminous prose, Pat Barker brings the teeming world of the Greek camp to vivid life. She offers
nuanced, complex portraits of characters and stories familiar from mythology, which, seen from Briseis’s
perspective, are rife with newfound revelations. Barker’s latest builds on her decades-long study of war and
its impact on individual lives– and is nothing short of magnificent.
PAT BARKER is the author of 13 novels and has won the Booker Prize for Fiction, the Fawcett Society
Book Prize, and the Guardian Fiction Prize. She was awarded a CBE in 2000.
UK publication date: Hamish Hamilton – 30th August 2018
Praise for The Silence of the Girls :
‘This is an important, powerful, memorable book that invites us to look differently not only at The
Iliad but at our own ways of telling stories about the past and the present, and at how anger and hatred
play out in our societies’ – Emily Wilson, Guardian
‘Amid the recent slew of rewritings of the great Greek myths and classics, Barker’s stands out for its
forcefulness of purpose and earthy compassion’ – The Times
‘[T]his latest work is an impressive feat of literary revisionism that reminds us that there are as many ways
to tell a story as there are people involved…’ – Independent
Rights sales for The Silence of the Girls : UK (Hamish Hamilton), US (Doubleday), Czech Republic
(Vysehrad), Greece (Aiora), Italy (Stile Libero), Netherlands (Ambo Anthos), Spain (Siruela), Sweden
(under offer), Taiwan (China Times), Turkey (Yabanci)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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An Italian Summer
by Fanny Blake

An Italian Summer is a novel about friendship, family secrets and
second chances, set against the backdrop of southern Italy.

Sandy is in her fifties, and at a crossroads in her life: she's a teacher and
respected by her pupils, but she feels she is being side-lined in favour of
younger colleagues. So when her mother dies, leaving her a sealed
envelope addressed to an unknown woman living in Naples, Sandy
decides to head to Italy to resolve the mystery by delivering the letter
herself. She books herself on to a small sightseeing trip from Rome to
Naples and the Amalfi Coast, hoping to meet some like-minded people
along the way. Who is the mysterious woman she is searching for? And will Sandy find friendship, or
even love, along the way...?
FANNY BLAKE is an ex-publisher turned novelist. She is the books editor of Woman & Home magazine
and reviews fiction for the Daily Mail. An Italian Summer is her seventh novel.
UK publication date: Orion – 26th July 2018
Praise for An Italian Summer:
‘Building to an unexpected and clever twist, this heart-warming and compelling novel is the perfect
summer read.’ – Daily Express
'A glorious jaunt around Italy with characters I didn't want to leave' – Clare Mackintosh
Praise for Fanny Blake:
‘Fanny has made this little corner of womankind, with all its humour and trials and tribulations, her own’
– Penny Vincenzi
'I love the way Fanny Blake proves that women just become more and more fascinating' – Adele Parks
'I love that she writes about women our age, and the painful and wise truths we know' – Marian Keyes
‘Warm, wise and wonderfully addictive’ – Helen Lederer
Rights sales for An Italian Summer: UK (Orion), Czech (Baronet)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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My Sister the Serial Killer
by Oyinkan Braithwaite

A darkly comic, hand grenade of a novel about a Nigerian
woman whose younger sister has a very inconvenient habit of
killing her boyfriends
Korede is bitter. How could she not be? Her sister, Ayoola, is many things:
the favourite child, the beautiful one, possibly sociopathic. And now
Ayoola's third boyfriend in a row is dead.
Korede's practicality is the sisters' saving grace. She knows the best
solutions for cleaning blood, the trunk of her car is big enough for a body,
and she keeps Ayoola from posting pictures of her dinner to Instagram
when she should be mourning her "missing" boyfriend. Not that she gets any credit.
Korede has long been in love with a kind, handsome doctor at the hospital where she works. She dreams
of the day when he will realize that she’s exactly what he needs. But when he asks Korede for Ayoola's
phone number, she must reckon with what her sister has become and how far she’s willing to go to
protect her.
Sharp as nails and full of deadpan wit, Oyinkan Braithwaite's deliciously deadly debut is as fun as it is
frightening.
OYINKAN BRAITHWAITE a graduate of Creative Writing and Law from Kingston University. She
was shortlisted as a top-ten spoken-word artist in the Eko Poetry Slam, and in 2016 she was a finalist for
the Commonwealth Short Story Prize. She lives in Lagos, Nigeria.
UK publication date: Atlantic – 3rd January 2019
Praise for My Sister the Serial Killer:
‘From the hospital rooms and living spaces of Lagos, Nigeria, comes a dryly funny and wickedly crafty
exercise in psychological suspense... Even your most extravagant speculations about what's really going
on with these wildly contrasting yet oddly simpatico siblings will be trumped in this skilful, sardonic
debut’ – Kirkus
‘This is both bitingly funny and brilliantly executed, with not a single word out of place.’ – Publishers
Weekly (starred review)
‘Disturbing, sly and delicious, Braithwaite's novel compels us to consider the limits of loyalty and the
insidious weight of silence’ – Ayobami Adebeyo
‘My Sister, the Serial Killer is a gem, in the most accurate sense: small, hard, sharp, and polished to
perfection... Tell Shirley Jackson that the Merricat Blackwood of the 21st century lives in Lagos, her name
is Ayoola, and she is so obliviously/adorably/hilariously/heartbreakingly wicked, she’ll make you cry tears
of all flavors’ – Edgar Cantero
Rights sales for My Sister the Serial Killer: UK (Atlantic), US (Doubleday), Brazil (Editora Kapulana),
France (Delcourt), Korea (1000 Sentences Publishing), Netherlands (Uitgeverij Plujm)
Film Rights: Optioned to Working Title Films with Nira Park and Rachael Prior
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Cygnet

by Season Butler
An utterly original coming-of-age tale, marked by wrenching
humour and staggering charisma, about a young woman resisting
the savagery of adulthood in a community of the elderly rejecting
the promise of youth.
Seventeen-year-old Kid doesn’t know where her parents are. They left
her with her grandmother Lolly, promising to return soon. That was
months ago. Now, Lolly is dead and Kid is alone, stranded ten miles off
the coast of New Hampshire on tiny Swan Island. Unable to reach her
parents, and with no other relatives to turn to, Kid works for a
neighbour, airbrushing the past—digitally retouching family photos and
movies—to earn enough money to survive.
Surrounded by the vast ocean, Kid’s temporary home is no ordinary vacation retreat. The island is
populated by an idiosyncratic group of elderly separatists who left behind the youth-obsessed mainland—
”the Bad Place”—to create their own alternative community. These residents call themselves the Swans.
Kid calls them the Wrinklies. Even as Kid tries to be good and quiet and patient, the adolescent’s
presence unnerves the Swans, turning some downright hostile. They don’t care if she has nowhere to go,
they just want her gone. She is a reminder of all they’ve left behind and are determined to forget.
But Kid isn’t the only problem threatening the insular community. Swan Island is eroding into the rising
sea, threatening the Swans’ very existence there. To find a way forward, the Kid must come to terms with
the realities of her life and an unknown future that is hers alone to embrace.
Season Butler makes her literary debut with an ambitious work of bold imagination. Tough and tender,
compassionate and ferocious, intelligent and provocative, Cygnet is a meditation on death and life, past
and future, aging and youth, memory and forgetting, that explores what it means to find acceptance—of
things past and those to come.
UK publication date: Dialogue Books – May 2019, US publication date: HarperCollins – March 2019
Praise for Cygnet:
'Terribly moving. A clear-sighted, poignant rumination on loneliness, love, the melancholy of age and of
youth - and, in its quiet way, the end of the world' – China Mieville
'A sad, funny, highly original novel. Not since Holden Caulfield have I been so captivated by a firstperson voice as the one Season Butler creates in Cygnet’ – Blake Morrison
Rights sales for Cygnet: UK (Dialogue Books), US (HarperCollins)
Agent: Emma Paterson
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In the Full Light of the Sun
by Clare Clark

In wild 1920s Berlin a charming young art dealer stumbles on thirty two
previously unknown van Goghs which he sells for eye-watering sums. His
success changes the lives of those who get close to him: Julius, an art expert
who finds it easier to love paintings than people; Emmeline, a talented and
wayward young art student; and Frank, a Jewish lawyer whose own survival
is increasingly under threat. But who is the mysterious young man who
entangles them, and how far will he go to keep his secrets?
Inspired by true events and unfolding through one of the most
tempestuous decades in German history – the infamous hyperinflation that
almost ruined the country, the subsequent brief and brilliant flowering of Berlin as the cultural capital of
Europe, and the rise of Hitler and the Nazis to power – this gripping novel is about authenticity, vanity and
self-delusion.
CLARE CLARK has published five novels, which have been long-listed for the Orange Prize, translated
into many languages and praised by the likes of Hilary Mantel and Amanda Foreman. Her first novel, The
Great Stink, is in development with Sarah Radcliyffe Films.
UK publication date: Virago – 28th February 2019
Praise for In the Full Light of the Sun:
‘A completely fascinating novel about the early 20th century art world and its many dubious
machinations. Expertly researched, compellingly narrated and full of potent resonance today.’ – William
Boyd
Praise for previous novel, We That Are Left:
‘A lavishly detailed historical novel that doesn't just recreate the past but alters your perception of it.’
– New York Times
‘Elegiac and elegantly written’ – Sunday Times
‘A wonderful, engrossing book’ – Violet Henderson, Vogue
Rights sales for In the Full Light of the Sun: UK (Virago), US (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt), Germany
(Hoffmann & Campe)
Rights sales for previous novel, We That Are Left: UK (Harvill Secker), US (Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt), France (Flammarion), Germany (Hoffmann & Campe)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Ordinary People

by Diana Evans
Michael and Melissa live in the sprawl of South East London with their
daughter and baby son, outwardly content but inwardly as fragile as the
crooked-cornered house they were able to buy. Feeling defined solely by
motherhood, Melissa’s need to reclaim her identity is spilling into
resentment of her partner and a growing fear that something unnatural is
living in their home. Her solace in her Nigerian mother’s stews and spells
only infuriates Michael, who desperately misses the excitement and
ambition of their lives before children but cannot see a way to rekindle
either.
Further South live their friends Damian and Stephanie with their three
children, in the safe suburban streets of Surrey, their clean UPVC windows and clipped lawn belying the
turmoil of their marriage. The death of his father, a Trinidadian political activist, has filled Damian with a
need to create something important; and he is unable to reconcile his middle management job with this
ambition. His original admiration of Stephanie’s calm competence at life, her white suburban upbringing,
and her wholesome aspirations of a home and motherhood have faded into distaste for domesticity
seemingly without meaning.
Skewering the far-reaching complications of parenthood, rich in humour, character and psychological
exactitude, Ordinary People is an immersive study of identity and parenthood, sex and grief, friendship and
the fragile architecture of love: the desire to have it all, and somehow to get it right.
DIANA EVANS’ first novel 26A, won the inaugural Orange Prize for fiction, received a Betty Trask award,
was longlisted for the Guardian First Book Award and was shortlisted for the Whitbread First Novel and
Commonwealth Best First Book awards. The Wonder was published in 2009 and is currently being adapted
for TV.
UK publication date: Chatto – 5th April 2018
Praise for Ordinary People :
‘Evans, the author of two previous books, has earned comparisons to Dickens with her panoramas of a
jumbled, multitudinous London, but Tolstoy remains her spirit guide in how he intertwined the public and
the private, the momentous and the mundane. . . . Exceptionally sensitive writing.’ - New Yorker
‘A deftly observed, elegiac portrayal of modern marriage, and the private – often painful – quest for
identity and fulfilment in all its various guises’ – Observer
‘This is a reminder of the power that only the novel has: to show you a familiar world from someone
else’s perspective’ – Evening Standard
‘One of the (very many) things that makes Ordinary People exceptional is the even-handed sympathy and
unflinching fidelity with which Evans charts the changing weather both of her protagonists’ emotions and
family life. She excels at dialogue and she’s also a soulful, lyrical chronicler of London in all its moods and
guises’ – Daily Mail
‘Sparkling... Rich, complex and quietly extreme... In short, it's a joy from start to finish’ –Literary Review
Rights sales for Ordinary People : UK (Chatto), US (Liveright), France (Globe)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Paris Echo

by Sebastian Faulks
★Sunday Times Bestseller ★
2006 and Hannah, a 31-year-old American post-doctoral student is
researching the lives of women during the German Occupation of
Paris. There she meets Tariq, a 19-year-old boy who has run away from
his home in Morocco, and is searching for sex and adventure.

and betrayal.

Through their culture clash we are taken back into the hidden Paris of
the Dark Years as well as the Algerian war and the simmering
discontents of the Banlieue. This is not the Paris of croissants and
little bistros. This is a haunted city of injustice and bad faith, of ghettos

As Hannah and Tariq fight to preserve their integrity and their sanity, they find their future shaped by the
lives of the dead, and by the ghosts of the Paris Metro…
SEBASTIAN FAULKS is an award-winning British novelist, journalist and broadcaster. He is the author
of fourteen best-selling novels, including Birdsong, Charlotte Gray, a James Bond continuation novel Devil
May Care, and most recently, Sunday Times bestseller Where My Heart Used to Beat.
UK publication date: Hutchinson – 6th September 2018
Praise for Paris Echo:
‘[An] exquisite book... a deeply affecting, wholly unsolemn treatment of some of the 20th century's
darkest moments’ – Daily Mail
‘Superb’ – Alex Preston, Observer
‘Master storytelling... [An] intriguing and moving story that shows how the future is shaped by the past’–
Woman & Home
‘Faulks excels at creating well-rounded characters’ – Good Housekeeping
‘Cunningly crafted’ – Boyd Tonkin, Financial Times
‘Paris Echo doesn’t disappoint… Faulks is doing what he does best, marrying careful historical research
with a good ear for dialogue’ – Melissa Katsoulis, The Times
‘An intriguing guide to the many layers of Parisian life’ – Anthony Gardner, Mail on Sunday
‘Thoughtful and thought-provoking’ – Hannah Beckerman, S Magazine, Sunday Express
Rights sales for Paris Echo: UK (Hutchinson), US (Holt), Greece (Klidarithmos), Italy (Neri Pozza),
Russia (Sindbad)
Rights sales for previous novel, Where My H eart Used to Beat: US (Holt), Germany (Mare Verlag),
Italy (Neri Pozza Editore), Netherlands (Prometheus), Russia (Sindbad), Romania (Litera)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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How to Rule the World
by Tibor Fischer

London. A city robbing and killing people since 50BC.
The Vizz: an industry in crisis.
Baxter Stone, a film maker and television veteran, a lifelong Londoner
(who thinks he sees better than others) is having problems in the postbrain, crumbling capital. Swindled by an insurance company, he’s in in
debt; a Lamborghini is blocking his drive and MI6 is blocking his mobile
reception.
Baxter hopes to turn it round and get the documentary series that will get
him the Big Money. But what do you do if history is your sworn enemy and the whole world conspires
against you? Is there any way, you could, for a moment, rule the world justly?
How to Rule the World follows Baxter’s battle for truth, justice and classy colour-grading as it takes him from
the pass of Thermopylae, to the peacocking serial killers of Medieval France, and the war in Syria. A darkly
comic trip from the Garden of Eden to Armageddon, plus reggae.
TIBOR FISCHER’s first novel, Under the Frog was published in 1992. It won a Betty Trask Award and was
shortlisted for the Booker Prize and has sold quarter of a million copies worldwide. He was selected for
Granta’s “Best of Young British Novelists” in 1993. He is the author of four previous novels, The Thought
Gang, The Collector Collector, Voyage to the End of the Room and Good to be God as well as collections of short
stories: Don’t Read This Book If You’re Stupid, and Possibly Forty Ships/Mexican Spiders. His books have been
published in twenty-five languages.
UK publication date: Corsair – 5th April 2018
Praise for H ow to Rule the World :
‘The story begins with a punch in the face and continues in the same spirit for a darkly comic 240 pages:
sending up the TV documentary business in rich, profane and often extremely amusing fashion’ –
Dan Jones, Standard
‘Tibor Fischer’s new novel is a bleakly brilliant picaresque, a wry and sly social commentary with a
haunting subtext’ –Stylist
‘Darkly comic . . . Tight, savage and satirical – a book perfectly weighted to the times. Pick it up’
– Evening Standard
Rights sales for H ow to Rule the World: World English (Corsair), Russia (Eksmo), Turkey (April)
Agent: Lesley Thorne
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The Porpoise

by Mark Haddon
Old myths are broken, and a new voyage begins

‘I really am so very, very sorry about this,’ he says, in an oddly
formal voice… They strike the side of a grain silo. They are
travelling at seventy miles per hour.
A newborn baby is the sole survivor of a terrifying plane crash.
She is raised in wealthy isolation by an over-protective father. She knows
nothing of the rumours about a beautiful young woman, hidden from
the world.
When a suitor visits, he understands far more than he should. Forced to run for his life, he escapes
aboard The Porpoise, an assassin on his tail…
So begins a wild adventure of a novel, damp with salt-spray, blood and tears. A novel that leaps from the
modern era to ancient times; a novel that soars, and sails, and burns long and bright; a novel that almost
drowns in grief yet swims ashore; in which pirates rampage, a princess wins a wrestler’s hand, and ghostwomen with lamprey’s teeth drag a man to hell – and in which the members of a shattered family, adrift
in a violent world, journey towards a place called home.
MARK HADDON is an author, poet, illustrator and screenwriter. His bestselling novel, The Curious
Incident of the Dog in the Night-time, won seventeen literary prizes, including the Whitbread Award. His latest
book, a short story collection entitled The Pier Falls, was a Sunday Times bestseller.
UK publication date: Chatto – 2nd May 2019
Praise for previous title, The Pier Falls and Other Stories :
'Superbly gripping' – Sunday Times
‘Terrifically compelling' – Guardian
‘A brilliant collection' – Daily Mail
Rights sales for The Porpoise: UK (Chatto), US (Doubleday), Czech (Argo), Italy (Einaudi),
Netherlands (under offer), Spain (Salamandra), Russia (Eksmo)
Rights sales for The Pier Falls and other Stories: UK (Jonathan Cape), US (Doubleday), Simplified
Chinese (Thinkingdom), Czech (Argo), Italy (Einaudi), Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Russia (Eksmo),
Spain (Malpaso), Turkey (Kultur)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Red Birds

by Mohammed Hanif
A powerful novel about war, family and love, from the bestselling,
prize-winning author, Mohammed Hanif.
An American pilot crash lands in the desert and takes refuge in the very
camp he was supposed to bomb. Hallucinating palm trees and worrying
about dehydrating to death isn't what Major Ellie expected from this
mission. Still, it's an improvement on the constant squabbles with his wife
back home.
In the camp, teenager Momo's money-making schemes are failing. His
brother left for his first day at work and never returned, his parents are at
each other's throats, his dog is having a very bad day, and an aid worker has shown up wanting to
research him for her book on the Teenage Muslim Mind.
Written with his trademark wit, keen eye for absurdity and telling important truths about the world
today, Red Birds reveals master storyteller Mohammed Hanif at the height of his powers.
MOHAMMED HANIF is a Pakistani writer and journalist. His is the author of the critically acclaimed A
Case of Exploding Mangoes which was longlisted for the Booker Prize, shortlisted for the Guardian First
Book Award and won the Commonwealth Best Book Prize. His second book, Our Lady of Alice Bhatti
won the Wellcome Book Prize. He also worked as a correspondent for the BBC and frequently
contributes to the New York Times, the Daily Telegraph, the New Yorker, the Washington Post and the Guardian
newspapers. He has more than 400,000 followers on Twitter.
UK publication date: Bloomsbury – 18th October 2018
Praise for Red Birds:
‘Red Birds is a fresh marvel, describing with cool wit and steely yet tender intelligence the interlinked fates
of antagonists in a forgotten war-scape – and the complicity of our own sheltered lives in remote conflicts’
– Pankaj Mishra
‘An irreverent, anarchic, comic, savage and humane ride’ – Kamila Shamsie
‘A black comedy about a world in crisis’ – Guardian, Books of the Year, 2018
‘The funniest tragedy I’ve read in years’ – Hanif Kureishi
‘As grimly, intelligently comic as if written by an Asian Joseph Heller’ – Daily Telegraph
Rights sales for Red Birds : UK & India (Bloomsbury), US (Grove Atlantic), France (Delcourt), Germany
(Hofmann & Campe)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Country

by Michael Hughes
A vivid and brutal reimagining of Homer's Iliad , set in the Troubles
of the late twentieth-century.
Northern Ireland, 1996.
After twenty-five years of bitter conflict, the IRA and the British have
agreed an uneasy ceasefire, as a first step towards lasting peace. But if
decades of savage violence are leading only to smiles and handshakes,
those on the ground will start to question what exactly they have been
fighting for.
When an IRA man's wife turns informer, he and his brother gather their old comrades for an assault on
the local army base. But when the squad's feared sniper suddenly refuses to fight, the SAS are sent in to
crush this notorious terrorist cell before it can wreck the fragile peace, and drag the whole region back to
the Troubles' darkest days.
Inspired by the oldest war story of them all, this powerful new Irish novel explores the brutal glory of
armed conflict, and the bitter tragedy of those on both sides who offer their lives to defend the honour of
their country.
MICHAEL HUGHES was born and raised in Keady, Northern Ireland, and now lives in London. He read
English at Corpus Christi College, Oxford, and Creative Writing at Royal Holloway, and at London
Metropolitan University. His first novel, The Countenance Divine, was published in 2016.
UK publication date: John Murray – 26th July 2018
Praise for Country :
‘This is a hard, rigorous and necessary book which grinds out its beauty as the song cycles of empire and
resistance fall silent, choked in their own blood’ – Irish Times
‘Consistently thrilling . . . By enlisting the visceral power of The Iliad to illustrate the violence of the
Troubles and using plain-spoken Irish voices that are appropriate to the period without losing a sense of
the story's timelessness, Hughes has written a striking, memorable book’ – Literary Review
‘Daring, inventive and ambitious . . . Part of the thrill is recognising the correspondences between the
characters and Homer's originals . . . the language is enough to keep you enthralled . . . Hughes's
achievement is to prove that Homer remains ignoble, messy and horribly familiar’ – Guardian
‘Hughes transposes the Trojan war as closely as possible to the Troubles in his bold, imaginative second
novel’ - Spectator
Rights sales for previous novel, The Countenance Divine : UK (John Murray), Poland (Proszynski)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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Everything Under

by Daisy Johnson
★Shortlisted

for the Booker Prize 2018★

Words are important to Gretel, always have been. As a child, she lived on a
canal boat with her mother, and together they invented a language that was
just their own. She hasn’t seen her mother since the age of sixteen, though
– almost a lifetime ago – and those memories have faded. Now she works
as a lexicographer, updating dictionary entries, which suits her solitary
nature.
A phone call from the hospital interrupts Gretel’s isolation and throws up
questions from long ago. She begins to remember the private vocabulary of
her childhood. She remembers other things, too: the wild years spent on the river; the strange, lonely boy
who came to stay on the boat one winter; and the creature in the water – a canal thief? – swimming
upstream, getting ever closer. In the end there will be nothing for Gretel to do but go back.
Daisy Johnson’s electrifying debut novel turns classical myth on its head and takes readers to a modern-day
England unfamiliar to most. As daring as it is moving, Everything Under is a story of family and identity, of
fate, language, love and belonging that leaves you unsettled and unstrung.
DAISY JOHNSON was born in 1990. Her debut short story collection, Fen, was published in 2016. She is
the winner of the Harper's Bazaar Short Story Prize, the A.M. Heath Prize and the Edge Hill Short Story
Prize. She currently lives in Oxford by the river.
UK publication date: Jonathan Cape – 12th July 2018
Praise for Everything Under:
‘A stunning debut novel. [B]lending a deep understanding of character and storytelling examination … the
result reminds me of Iris Murdoch. … Johnson’s affinity for the natural world is extraordinary’ –
Jeff VanderMeer, Guardian
‘Johnson writes with a mesmerising blend of the naturalistic and the surreal, spinning physical descriptions
of muscular beauty’ – Financial Times
‘A deeply involving, unsettling novel that pulls the reader into a uniquely eerie yet recognisable world’
– Sunday Times
‘[Daisy Johnson’s] first novel confirms not only her talent, but her ambition… Johnson’s dense,
begrimed retelling [of the Oedipus myth] hums with an electricity pylon-charge of danger, and her
sentences repeatedly flare with startling, visceral coinages’ – Daily Mail
‘Saturated in mythology and fairy tales, Everything Under is weird and wild and wonderfully unsettling.
Daisy Johnson writes in a torrent of language as unrelenting and turbulent and dark as the river at the
book’s heart; dive in for just a moment and you’ll emerge gasping and haunted.’ – Celeste Ng
Rights sales for Everything Under: UK (Jonathan Cape), US (Graywolf), Simplified Chinese (under
offer), Germany (BTB), Greece (under offer), France (Stock), Italy (Fazi), Netherlands (Koppernik),
Russia (Eksmo)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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The Great Wide Open
by Douglas Kennedy
All families are secret societies. Realms of intrigue and
internal warfare, governed by their own rules, regulations,
frontiers. Rules which often make no sense to those outside
their borders .
1971. Fifteen year-old Alice Burns is negotiating a disastrous Thanksgiving
at home in Connecticut with her family – New York transplants in the
white bread ‘burbs. Her childhood has been spent navigating the endlessly
combustible marriage between her absent corporate businessman IrishCatholic father, and the sophisticated urban woman turned angry
housewife who is her German-Jewish mother. Her older brothers are wildly disparate: Peter, a dashing,
politically radical fellow with a strong opportunist streak; and Adam, a frat boy hockey player who for all
his brawn is deeply uncertain of himself; a young man harbouring a terrible secret.
Thus begins a great American family epic; a singular coming-of-age story which follows Alice as she
negotiates the bullying horrors of high school, life in an elite small college, university in Ireland at the height
of the Troubles, and a tragedy that finally sends her back to the US into the pessimistic Carter Years and
the start of the Reaganite conservative revolution.
With great scope and narrative density, The Great Wide Open is an ambitious and compulsive saga, capturing
a crucial fifteen years in late twentieth century American life. It will speak to anyone who has ever wondered
why family is the biggest conundrum that underscores our lives: it investigates the lies we tell ourselves and
each other, the clandestine undercurrents which hinder aspiration, and exposes the corrosive nature of the
ties that bind.
DOUGLAS KENNEDY’s previous twelve novels include the critically acclaimed bestsellers The Big Picture,
The Pursuit of Happiness, A Special Relationship and The Moment. He is also the author of three highly-praised
travel books. The Big Picture was filmed with Romain Duris and Catherine Deneuve; The Woman in the
Fifth with Ethan Hawke and Kristen Scott Thomas. His work has been translated into twenty-two
languages. In 2007 he was awarded the French decoration of Chevalier de l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres, and in
2009 the inaugural Grand Prix de Figaro. Born in Manhattan he has two children and currently divides his
time between London, Paris, Berlin, Maine and New York.
UK publication date: Hutchinson – 24th January 2019
Praise for Douglas Kennedy:
‘Kennedy cannot help but write grippingly, and he weaves threads of love and betrayal into a thrillingly
masterful ending’ – Observer on The Pursuit of Happiness
‘Romance Noir, superbly written’ – The Times on The Heat of Betrayal
‘As it gathered pace . . . I found my heart beating faster. I cannot remember a more compulsive book’ –
Daily Telegraph on State of Union
Rights sales for The Great Wide Open: UK (Hutchinson), France (Belfond), Korea (Balgunsesang),
Spain (Arpa)
Agent: Antony Harwood
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The Children’s House
by Alice Nelson
Marina and her husband, Jacob, were each born on a kibbutz in Israel.
They meet years later at a university in California, when Jacob is a
successful psychiatrist with a young son, Ben, from a disastrous marriage.
The family moves to a brownstone in Harlem, formerly a convent
inhabited by elderly nuns.

through The Children’s House.

Outside the house one day Marina encounters Constance, a young
refugee from Rwanda, and her toddler, Gabriel. Unmoored and
devastated, Constance and Gabriel quickly come to depend on Marina;
and her bond with the little boy intensifies. The pure, blinding love that
it is possible to feel for children not our own is the thread that weaves

When Marina learns some disturbing news about her long-disappeared mother, Gizela, she leaves New
York in search of the loose ends of her life. As Christmas nears, her tight-knit, loving family, along with
Constance and Gabriel, join Marina in her mother's former home, with a startling consequence, an act
that will transform all of their lives forever.
Alice Nelson skilfully weaves together these shared stories about the terrible things humans are capable of
into a beautifully told, hope-filled novel exploring the profound consolations that we can find in each
other.
After university in Australia, ALICE NELSON lived and worked in Harlem. While studying in New York,
she worked at a non-profit agency run by an order of nuns as a case worker with refugee and undocumented
migrant families. Alice was named of the Sydney Morning Herald’s Best Young Australian Novelists for her
first novel, The Last Sky. The novel also won the TAG Hungerford and was shortlisted for the Australian
Society of Authors’ Barbara Jefferis Award and for the Australian/Vogel’s Literary Award. Alice now lives
in Perth.
Australian publication date: Vintage – 1st October 2018
Praise for The Children’s H ouse:
‘Alice Nelson has written that rare kind of novel that sets off sparks in the mind long after finishing. A
book of unwavering intelligence that probes the most haunted parts of the psyche, Nelson circumnavigates
trauma without succumbing to the temptation to dispel it. The Children’s House is an elegant and finely tuned
work that hums with condensed life’ – Stephanie Bishop
‘Art at its highest. A work of subtle power, it is a brave and original exploration of human complexity and
vulnerability; a tale of loss and reparation. Both fierce and tender, it is a story of melancholy beauty’
– Leah Kaminsky
‘A full and wise creation of love and character by an expert storyteller’ – Brenda Walker
Rights sales for The Children’s H ouse : Australia (Vintage), Germany (Ullstein)
Agent: Emma Paterson
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Lanny
by Max Porter
From one of the most daring and sensitive writers of his
generation, Lanny is a ringing defence of creativity, spirit, and the
generative forces so often under assault in a contemporary world.
There is a village outside London, no different from many others.
Everyday lives conjure a tapestry of fabulism and domesticity.
This village belongs to the people who live in it and to the people who
lived in it hundreds of years ago. It belongs to England’s mysterious
past and its confounding present.
But it also belongs to Dead Papa Toothwort who has woken from his slumber and is listening, and
watching.
He is watching Mad Pete the village artist. He is listening to ancient Peggy gossiping at her gate, to families
recently moved here and to families dead for generations.
Dead Papa Toothwort hears them all as he searches, intently, for his favourite.
Looking for the boy.
Lanny.
MAX PORTER is the author of the bestselling Grief is the Thing with Feathers, which won the International
Dylan Thomas Prize, the Sunday Times PFD Young Writer of the Year Award and was shortlisted for the
Guardian First Book Award and The Goldsmith’s Prize. Max lives in Bath with his wife and children.
UK publication date: Faber & Faber – 7th March 2019
Praise for previous title, Grief is the Thing with Feathers:
‘Amazing and unforgettable’ – The Times
‘Unlike anything I’ve read before’ – Guardian
‘Dazzlingly good . . . Anyone who has ever loved someone, or lost someone, or both, will be gripped by it.’
– Robert Macfarlane
‘Utterly astonishing. Truly, truly remarkable’ – Nathan Filer
Rights sales for Lanny: UK (Faber & Faber), US (Graywolf), Canada (Strange Light), Catalan
(Catedral), France (Le Seuil), Finland (WSOY), Germany (Kein & Aber), Greece (Polis), Denmark
(Gyldendal), Holland (De Bezige Bij), Italy (under offer), Korea (Munhakdongne), Spain (Literatura
Random House), Norway (Gyldendal), Poland (under offer), Portugal (Elsinore), Sweden (Sekwa). Film
and TV Rights: The Bureau with BBC Films and Rachel Weisz
Rights available for Grief is the Thing with Feathers: China (simplified), Estonia, Iceland, Japan,
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Russia, Slovenia, Thailand, Vietnam
Agent: Lisa Baker
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All the Water in the World
by Karen Raney
Ever since her daughter was born, Eve has taken Maddy to spend
summers and weekends at the house by a lake outside Washington,
immersing them in the healing beauty and peace of the surrounding
countryside. However at only 16, Maddy has been diagnosed with a
rapacious strain of cancer, and the visits to the lake have quickly become
a poignant reminder of everything that came before, and will remain long
after.
Struggling to combine normal teenage concerns of love, sex and
schoolwork with her invading thoughts of her own mortality, Maddy is
sinking. In an effort to take control, she decides to search out her father – the man who left her mother
when she was pregnant, and whom she has never known.
All the Water in the World evokes maternal and familial love with incredible force and warmth, and balances
that with a pitch-perfect voice of a teenager. Karen Raney has written a stunning story of family, love and
loss, neither sentimental nor manipulative, but deeply moving and graceful.
KAREN RANEY has published art theory and criticism, and currently writes short and long fiction. She
has been a jail nurse, a guest house manager, a painter, and the editor of Engage Journal. She runs the
Doctorate in Fine Art at the University of East London and lives in North London with her husband and
daughter.
UK publication date: Two Roads/Murray – 2019
Rights sales for All the Water in the World: UK (Two Roads/Murray), US (Scribner), Brazil (Globo),
Germany (Diana Verlag), Lithuania (Baltos Lankos), Poland (Foksal)
Film Rights: Monumental Pictures (Debra Hayward and Alison Owen)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Astroturf

by Matthew Sperling
Ned’s friends are succeeding. As they move seamlessly into their thirties,
morphing into property-owning adults via inherited money, and highearning jobs by dint of parental connections, Ned is seemingly no more
successful at life than he was ten years previously.
Failing at work, at sex and in the gym, Ned decides to take the advice of
Darus, his musclebound personal trainer, and buys a course of illegal
steroids. In his rented bedsit, he researches the drug carefully and
painstakingly documents his process from drug virgin to ‘roid user’ on
Roidsweb, a popular internet forum. And he is delighted to discover that, for
the first time in his life, he can see results.
With a new physique comes a clearer mind, a sharper wit, a more urgent sex drive: everyone can see a
difference in Ned, even if they can’t quite put their finger on what has changed. With this alien energy
flooding through him, Ned suddenly sees a way to set himself up for life – to be able to have the things
that his friends have been bought, and all by only bending a few more rules.
Refreshingly un-didactic, Astroturf is about identity, online and in life, about deeply flawed masculinity, and
how great things can happen when you start to do bad things.
MATTHEW SPERLING is a lecturer in English Literature at UCL. His fiction and poetry has been
published, among others, in the New Statesman, 3:AM, and Best British Short Stories 2015. Astroturf is his first
novel.
UK publication date: riverrun – 23rd August 2018
Praise for Astroturf:
‘A thrilling world to delve into…Themes of warped masculinity, identity, survival and the pursuit of
perfection are all vividly rendered’ – Irish Times
‘Outrageous, sexy and funny. Sperling writes with the caustic economy of Waugh or Spark, but his
characters have more heart, including the sock-puppets. The plot is so taut I’m still re-reading it trying to
work out exactly how he brings the tension of a heist movie to 30-something bedsit London, all the while
deliciously subverting our expectations. A joy to read’ – Luke Kennard
‘A witty 21st Century Faustus. It succeeded in doing what so many recent novels only aspire to: capturing
the compulsive excitement of a life lived online, and the concomitant diminishment of IRL existence. A
tale about steroids which seemed to be on steroids itself: sleek, muscular and just slightly too real’ – Kate
Clanchy
'I loved Matthew Sperling’s sly, subversive novel, a wickedly funny tale of how to come out on top in a
fake news world' – Olivia Laing
Rights sales for Astroturf: UK (riverrun)
TV Rights: optioned to Rhodri Thomas and Alexei Boltho with backing from Endeavour Content
Agent: Lisa Baker
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The Great Level

by Stella Tillyard
I am an engineer and a measured man of the world. I prefer
to weigh everything in the balance, to calculate and to plan.
Yet my own heart is going faster than I can now count.
1649 and Jan Brunt, a Dutch engineer, arrives in Britain commissioned
to work on draining the Great Level, a mysterious area of marsh and
water north east of London. His new home is a troubled place; the
English king recently beheaded, the population and landscape ravaged by
civil war. In addition the people native to the Levels, the pagan
‘lowlanders’ who live in harmony with the marshes are wary and
suspicious of the engineers. Prisoners from the wars in Ireland are
brought in as indentured labour for Jan’s project, and their fury and discomfort increases as the project
moves forward. Yet despite his hostile surroundings Jan is enamoured of the shifting water-scapes and
the never-ending sky above it. And then he meets Eliza, a local woman seemingly sprung from the very
ground he is intent on reclaiming, and cannot help but describe and teach his passion for engineering to
this wild and intense first love.
Years later and an ocean away, Jan is settled alone in Nieuw Amsterdam in the New World. In the
American South the same spirit of avarice is raging, and slaves and indentured labourers are set to work
on the land. One spring morning a boy delivers a note that prompts Jan to remember the Great Level,
bringing the ghost of the woman he loved – and lost – back into his life.
The Great Level is an unconventional and elemental love story. It is a meditation on mankind's relation to
the environment and the past, on those who remember and those who decide to forget, and on man’s
determination to leave our mark on the landscape, whatever the human cost.
STELLA TILLYARD’s books include Aristocrats: Caroline, Emily, Louisa and Sarah Lennox, 1740-1832;
Citizen Lord: Edward Fitzgerald, 1763-1798, A Royal Affair: George III and his Troublesome Siblings, and, most
recently the novel, Tides of War, which was longlisted for the Orange Prize for Fiction 2012.
UK publication date: Chatto – 5th July 2018
Praise for The Great Level:
‘Stella Tillyard’s richly involving novel of 17th-century love, land and water …links the colonisation of the
Fens with colonial land ownership and improvement in Virginia…Tillyard is at her best in the quite
different elements of river, coast and air, silence, steadiness and yearning…this is a novel of large vision
and careful detail.’ – Guardian
‘Stella Tillyard has done that magical thing – combined solid historical research with an ethereal sense of
the past. Her New Amsterdam in America is as wonderfully realised as the shifting world of the Fens in
England. It’s a haunting book with characters who stay with the reader as their lives unfold like a sea mist'
– Philippa Gregory
‘The Great Level proves worth the seven-year wait… This is an impressive piece of work, rich in historical
detail and human insight’ – Nick Rennison, Sunday Times
Rights sales for The Great Level: UK (Chatto), North America (Simon & Schuster/Touchstone)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Robbins Office, Inc.

The Expectations

by Alexander Tilney
St. James is a hallowed, elite New England boarding school known for
grooming generations of leaders. Ben Weeks belongs there—his family
were founders, his older brother was a legend, he commands on the
squash court—and after fourteen long years of waiting, his moment has
arrived. However, the reality of St. James doesn’t quite fulfill his
expectations: his very wealthy roommate, Ahmed, displays all the wrong
markers and Ben himself still feels like the self-conscious teenager he’s
always been. His confidence is further unsettled when he discovers that
his tuition hasn’t been paid. Caught up in the delicate social
shadowboxing of his peers, financial pressures from home, and
administrative hypocrisy at school, Ben is left wondering…how can St.
James promise to prepare anyone for a magnificent future?
Sharp yet evocative, Tilney’s prose brilliantly captures the awkwardness and pain of adolescence, the years
when the obligations of adulthood don’t manage to outweigh the everyday worries of youth. A coming-ofage story, the novel puts one in mind of Tobias Wolff’s Old School and Curtis Sittenfeld’s Prep. But while
those books follow an outsider trying to fit in, The Expectations follows an insider forced to reevaluate the
life he’s always assumed, one to which he once felt entitled. In this finely drawn portrait of privilege, Tilney
delivers a subtle exploration of class, race, and tradition.
ALEXANDER TILNEY received a BA from Yale University and an MFA from Warren Wilson College.
He was a fellow at the MacDowell Colony in 2011, and his writing has appeared in the Southwest Review, Gelf
Magazine, and the Journal of The Office for Creative Research. He lives in Brooklyn, New York.
US publication date: Little, Brown – 16th July 2019
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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Muscle

by Alan Trotter
For fans of George Saunders, David Lynch and Raymond Chandler
– a mind-bending slice of pulp fiction, which takes a classic noir
world of detectives, toughs and femmes fatales and pushes it to the
limits of the imagination.
Box is sitting smoking a cigarette when a man called only ___ arrives in his
city – thrown from a moving car and landing at his feet. They start to work
together, though the work doesn’t tend to the subtle: they break hands, they
extract promises and reparations, they ease the flow of regret.
But when detective Mike Swagger comes on the scene, Box and ___ get swept into a play that isn’t theirs.
Box can see where things are heading. The question is can he do anything about it? Or is he just dumb
muscle?
Muscle is a clever, subversive novel fitted inside something genre shaped. It is a fast, dark and comic tribute
to noir, reminiscent of the writing of Anthony Burgess, Kurt Vonnegut, Kevin Barry and Patrick de Witt.
ALAN TROTTER lives in Edinburgh and works in publishing. His short fiction has appeared in Somesuch
Stories, Under the Influence, McSweeney's Internet Tendency and elsewhere. In 2016 he collaborated with Editions
at Play on the experimental digital story All This Rotting ('Mesmerising' – Big Issue, 'Nauseating' – Irish Times).
He has a PhD in English Literature from the University of Glasgow – his dissertation concerned writers
making unusual use of the form of the book. Muscle, his first novel, won the inaugural Sceptre Prize for a
novel-in-progress.
UK publication date: Faber & Faber – 7th February 2019
Praise for Muscle: ‘Muscle unfolds like a series of Russian Dolls each more Beckettesque, winding and
wonderful than the one before. Compelling enough to read it in one gulping go’ – Daisy Johnson
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
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A Talent for Murder
by Andrew Wilson

A series in which Agatha Christie turns detective.
Agatha Christie, in London to visit her literary agent, is boarding a train,
preoccupied and flustered in the knowledge that her husband Archie is having an
affair. She feels a light touch on her back, causing her to lose her balance, then a
sense of someone pulling her to safety from the rush of the incoming train. So
begins a terrifying sequence of events. Her rescuer is no guardian angel, rather he
is a blackmailer of the most insidious, manipulative kind. ‘You, Mrs Christie, are going to commit a murder. But,
before then, you are going to disappear.’ But writing about murder is a far cry from committing a crime, and
Agatha must use every ounce of her cleverness and resourcefulness to thwart an adversary determined to
exploit her genius for murder to kill on his behalf. In A Talent for Murder, Andrew Wilson ingeniously takes
the facts of Agatha Christie’s disappearance in the winter of 1926 and weaves them together with a real
unsolved crime of the time to create an utterly compelling story.

A Different Kind of Evil
Two months after the events in the previous book, during which Agatha Christie
“disappeared,” the famed mystery writer’s remarkable talent for detection has
captured the attention of British Special Agent Davison. Now, at his behest, she is
traveling to the beautiful Canary Islands to investigate the strange and gruesome
death of Douglas Kirk, an agent of the British Secret Intelligence Service. As she
embarks on a glamorous cruise ship to her destination, she suddenly hears a
scream. Rushing over to the stern, she witnesses a woman fling herself over the
side of the ship to her death. After this shocking experience, she makes it to the
Grand Hotel in a lush valley on the islands. There, she meets a diverse and
fascinating cast of characters, including two men who are suspected of being involved in the murder of
Douglas Greene: an occultist similar to Aleister Crowley; and the secretary to a prominent scholar, who
may also be a Communist spy. But Agatha soon realizes that nothing is what it seems, and she is surprised
to learn that the apparent suicide of the young woman on the ocean liner is related to Greene’s murder.
Now she has to unmask a different kind of evil in this sinister and thrilling mystery
ANDREW WILSON is a journalist and the highly-acclaimed author of biographies of Patricia
Highsmith, Sylvia Plath and Alexander McQueen, and a novel, The Lying Tongue.
UK publication date for A Talent for Murder: Simon & Schuster – May 2017
UK publication date for A Different Kind of Evil: Simon & Schuster – May 2018
Praise for A Talent for Murder:
‘The queen of crime is the central character in this audacious mystery, which reinvents the story of her
mysterious disappearance with thrilling results’ – Guardian
‘A heart of darkness beats within this sparkling series. Fizzy with charm yet edged with menace, Andrew
Wilson’s Christie novels do Dame Agatha proud. Perfect for fans of Elly Griffiths and Philip Kerr.’ - A.J.
Finn, international bestselling author of The Woman in the Window
Rights sales for A Talent for Murder & A Different Kind of Evil : UK (Simon & Schuster), US (Atria),
Czech Republic (Euromedia), Denmark (Gads Forlag), Germany (Piper), Poland (Bukowy Las), Portugal
(ASA), Russia (Azbooka-Atticus) Slovakia (Ikar), Turkey (Altin Kitaplar), TV rights: Origin
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Aftershocks

by Andrew Wilson
On The Island, just as on many other islands, marriages are unhappy,
people fall in love and the seasons pass. The town of Aberdeen is no
different, until the earthquakes. These seismic ripples tear down houses,
forge bonds, and shake the foundations of humanity and religion. And in
the midst of it all, Nellie and Ingrid fall in love.
In Aftershocks A. N. Wilson offers a portrait of nature, death and
morality. Moved by the real losses of the Christchurch earthquake, this is
an extraordinary novel about a community profoundly linked to the land
it lives on.
A.N. WILSON is a prolific and award-winning biographer and celebrated novelist.
UK publication date: Atlantic – 6th September 2018
Praise for Aftershocks:
‘[t]he novel’s delightful vitality depends on the fecundity of Wilson’s invention, the richness of his
depiction of people and place, the ease and virtuosity of his prose, and the generosity of his
temper…Aftershocks is very good indeed.’ – The Scotsman
Praise for A.N. Wilson:
‘Wilson's achievement is to impart a restrained imaginative power that makes its extremes seem credible’
– Guardian
‘Wilson's delightful and unexpectedly moving book is characterised by intellectual humility’
– New Statesman
‘Wilson's wit and erudition are much in evidence’ – Sunday Times
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The Jane Turnbull Agency

The Territory Trilogy:

The Territory,
The Territory: Escape
and
The Territory: Truth
by Sarah Govett

Ecological and financial disaster has hit the world – Britain is an island where
unflooded land is scarce and the habitable cities are few. Society is strictly
policed: all pets have been exterminated to save food, endless news bulletins warn of the need to preserve
the new status quo and all children must now pass an exam at 15 to stay in The Territory or be exiled to
the disease-ridden Wetlands.
Noa is a ‘norm’ – unmodified by the new genetic enhancements, she needs to work hard to pass her exams
and stay with her family. But how can Noa compete when the system is skewed to favour rich kids who
can now upload information through a Node in the back of their neck? What other information are they
being fed? And how can Noa focus when her heart is being pulled in two directions at once?
The Territory is a gripping dystopian thriller in an all-too believable near future.
SARAH GOVETT read law at Trinity College, Oxford. After qualifying as a solicitor, she realised she was
more interested in education and the communication of ideas and set up her own tutoring agency, Govett
Tutors, which specialises in helping children from all backgrounds. She has also written for children’s
television.
UK publication date: Firefly – May 2015, May 2016, March 2018
Praise for The Territory :
★Winner of the Gateshead YA Book Prize
★ Winner of the Trinity Schools Book Award
★Best YA Books Of 2015 – Telegraph
‘An unforgettable and superior dystopian series....a highly original and gripping plot, the book is
simply impossible to put down. It will stay with you long after reading’ – bestselling author, Sarah J.
Harris, on Territory: Truth
‘Truly heart wrenching! Govett raises issues about our education system, the environment and questions
the decisions governments across the world are making. I’d go as far as to call this the 1984 of our time’
– Guardian
‘Gripping dystopia, with a keen political edge’ – Metro
‘A thrilling and thought-provoking novel… with a lot to say about our education system’ – The Times
‘Brilliantly plotted, utterly gripping and a devastating critique of a results-obsessed education system. This
is a book you won’t be able to put down’ – Gemma Malley, author of The Declaration and The Killables
Agent: Jane Turnbull
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Aurore’s Amazing Adventures
by Douglas Kennedy
illustrations by Joann Sfar
ill

(Age: Middle-grade)
Aurore is a girl with a secret – a special child with a talent she tells
no one about:
She can read people’s minds.
Unlike the other members of her family, Aurore regards herself as someone without problems, but sees
clearly the internal dilemmas and troubles of others. She cannot speak, but instead writes her thoughts on
a tablet which she carries everywhere. And Aurore thinks a lot – about her sister Emilie being bullied at
school; her best friend Lucie worrying about her weight; about her mother working hard in a job that she
dislikes; about her father whose girlfriend is trying to pretend that she doesn’t want children of her own.
When Aurore’s mother takes her two girls and Lucie to a theme park filled with famous fictional
monsters, a group of very real monsters - the school bullies - show up and cause havoc. Lucie runs away
and no one can find her, not even the police. Afraid for her friend, Aurore decides to use her powers and
turn detective, in order to solve the mystery of Lucie’s disappearance herself.
Aurore’s Amazing Adventures is an extraordinary collaboration between an acclaimed American novelist
and France’s most celebrated contemporary illustrator. Douglas Kennedy and Joann Sfar have created a
remarkable book with the immediate feel of a modern classic, which will capture imaginations and create
a huge fan base for Aurore herself - who never sees herself as someone with a disability, but the
possessor of abilities which she can use to help others. The first in what promises to be a much-treasured
series, Aurore’s Amazing Adventures speaks to the troubles and wonders of childhood, and the search for
goodness in a very hard world.
DOUGLAS KENNEDY’s previous twelve novels include the critically acclaimed bestsellers The Big Picture,
The Pursuit of Happiness, A Special Relationship and The Moment. He is also the author of three highly-praised
travel books. The Big Picture was filmed with Romain Duris and Catherine Deneuve; The Woman in the
Fifth with Ethan Hawke and Kristen Scott Thomas. His work has been translated into twenty-two
languages. In 2007 he was awarded the French decoration of Chevalier de l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres, and in
2009 the inaugural Grand Prix de Figaro. Born in Manhattan he has two children and currently divides his
time between London, Paris, Berlin, Maine and New York.
JOANN SFAR is one of the most important characters of the new wave of French comic artists. He is the
author and illustrator of more than a hundred books, including the international bestsellers The Rabbi’s cat
and the new edition of The Little Prince. He has won numerous awards worldwide for his work, including
an Eisner award and a shortlisting for the Max and Moritz prize.
Rights sales for Aurore’s Amazing Adventures : France (Belfond/Pocket Jeunesse), Korea
(Balgunsesang)
Agent: Antony Harwood
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How to Grow a Human

Adventures in How We Are Made and Who We Are

by Philip Ball

Philip Ball is an author with two brains.
He is participating in a project with Wellcome, whereby a small piece
of tissue was cut from his arm, and grown in a laboratory into what
researchers call a “mini-brain”: a small clump of neurons, organized in
ways that are discernibly “brain-like”. The aim is to enable cutting-edge
research in cell biology, tissue growth, organ regeneration and, most
importantly, potential treatments of cancer and dementia.
But the implications of growing 'mini-brains' becomes complicated, as these brain surrogates become larger
and more sophisticated. There is a suggestion that they could develop capabilities akin to human sentience,
including being able to feel (to some degree) pleasure, pain or distress; being able to store and retrieve
memories. Perhaps at some point even having some sense of agency or awareness of self. So what does it
mean to be ‘sentient’? What or who ‘are’ we, except a larger collection of these cells and sequences of
genetic information, and how might this affect our view of ourselves as individuals and a species?
Through a mixture of science, reportage and memoir, philosophy, literature and theology, Philip argues that
emerging technologies of medicine and reproduction are not only creating remarkable new possibilities for
making and sustaining people, but are posing profound shifts in our philosophical view of humans and
humanity itself.
PHILIP BALL writes regularly in the scientific and popular media and worked for many years as an editor
for physical sciences at Nature. His books cover a wide range of scientific and cultural phenomena.
UK publication date: HarperCollins – March 2021
Praise for previous title, Beyond Weird:
‘[A]n excellent account of modern quantum theory and the efforts being made to harness its effects’ –
Spectator
‘[A] laudable achievement’ – The Times
‘A subtle unpacking of Heisenberg’s famous uncertainty principle… is alone worth the price of the
book... Ball takes us on a whirlwind tour through the quantum realm’ – New Statesman
Rights sales for H ow to Grow a H uman : UK (HarperCollins), US (Chicago UP)
Rights sales for Beyond Weird : UK (Bodley Head), US (Chicago University Press), Simplified Chinese
(Beijing Imaginist), Japan (Kagaku-Dojin), Russia (Ripol), Spain (Turner), Turkey (Kolektif)
Agent: Clare Alexander
Material available: proposal – Delivery: October 2018
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Johnny, the Man from the Future
John von Neumann and the Invention of the 21st
Century

by Ananyo Bhattacharya

The Computer. Game theory. Artificial intelligence. The atomic bomb.
Seemingly disparate advances, spread across disciplines and decades,
but all traceable back to a single human brain.
John von Neumann is the greatest scientist you’ve never heard
of. Born in Budapest in 1903, von Neumann was a child genius, and at
the age of 11 was teaching set theory to his older friend Eugene Wigner,
a future Nobel Prize-winning physicist. Later, at the University of
Gottingen, he set to thinking about quantum mechanics, becoming the first person to build an exact
mathematical framework for it and inspiring the likes of Alan Turing with his book on the subject. His
paper, Theory of Parlour Games, established game theory as a discipline and coined the term ‘zero-sum
game’. In the US (where he took the moniker Johnny), sensing that a war was on the way, he turned his
attention to the problem of ballistics and explosives, becoming an expert on calculating the trajectory of a
shell through the air. This expertise led to consultancy jobs for the American army and then, in 1943, to a
call-up to the Manhattan Project. There, Johnny worked out how to configure charges within an atomic
bomb, the final piece in the puzzle of the bomb that was dropped on Nagasaki in 1945. Johnny’s
arrangement is still used in nuclear weapons today. However, many of his other innovations have far more
positive impacts on the modern world. Almost every modern computer runs on the von Neumann
architecture and he also set out the mathematics of machines that can reproduce themselves (think 3D
printers) in his 1948 book Theory of Self-Reproducing Automata, and from there began to think about the
similarities between the human brain and a computer. This work would eventually lead him to predict
artificial intelligence and, indeed, the technological ‘singularity’ - another term Johnny coined.
In Johnny, the Man from the Future Ananyo Bhattacharya tells the story of John von Neumann’s life through
the inventions and advancements he was responsible for. He tracks the development of those ideas in the
decades since von Neumann’s death, all the while painting a picture of a man the likes of which we might
never see again. Ananyo will guide us through a world in which anything seemed possible, where von
Neumann rubbed shoulders with Alan Turing, John Nash and numerous other Nobel winners before the
commercialisation of science and technology. In showing us how ideas seeded by one man more than 60
years ago have come to dominate the world today, he also takes us into the most urgent and cutting-edge
contemporary science. Johnny may have died in 1957, but his work and ideas have never been more
relevant.
ANANYO BHATTACHARYA is the science correspondent for the Economist. Prior to joining the
Economist he was a senior editor at Nature. Ananyo has a degree in physics from the University of Oxford
and a PhD in protein crystallography from Imperial College London. He lives in London with his wife and
children.
UK publication date: Allen Lane – Autumn 2020
Rights sales for Johnny, the Man from the Future : UK (Allen Lane), US (Norton), Simplified Chinese
(under offer), Netherlands (under offer)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: proposal – Delivery: November 2019
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You are Beautiful and you are Alone
A Biography of Nico

by Jennifer Otter Bickerdike
Over the course of her career, Nico was an ever-evolving myth: art film
house actress, highly coveted fashion model, Dietrich of Punk, Femme
Fatale, Chelsea Girl, Garbo of Goth, The Last Bohemian, Heroin
Junkie. Lester Bangs described her as ‘a true enigma.’
At age 27, Nico became Andy Warhol’s newest superstar, featuring in
his one commercial break out hit film Chelsea Girls and garnering the
position of chanteuse for the Velvet Underground. It wasn't Nico’s
musical chops which got her the gig, as she was ‘deaf in one ear, with
this very flat German voice.’ Instead, it was her striking beauty. Her seeming otherworldly and
unattainable presence was further amplified by her reputation for dating rock stars (Brian Jones, Bob
Dylan, Jim Morrison, among others). She became famous for being Nico.
Yet Nico’s talent and her contribution to rock culture are often overlooked, whereas fellow Velvets Lou
Reed and John Cale are consistently hailed as American masters, poets and legends. She spent most of
her career as a solo artist on the road, determined to make music, seemingly against all the odds, enduring
empty concert halls, abusive fans, and the often perilous reality of being an ageing artist and drug addict.
She created mesmerizing and unique projects that inspired a generation of artists, including Henry
Rollins, Morrissey, Siousxie Sioux and the Banshees and Iggy Pop. The real story of Nico is one of belief
in one’s artistic vision, at any cost – be that looks, life or love.
Drawing on the archives at the Andy Warhol Museum and at Nico’s record labels, various private
collections, and rarely seen footage, and featuring exclusive new interviews from those who knew her
best, including John Cale, and those inspired by her legacy, You are Beautiful you are Alone reveals the
complicated, often compromised, self-destructive and always head strong woman behind the onedimensional myths.
DR JENNIFER OTTER BICKERDIKE is a media and music academic. Originally from California, she
was the West Coast Marketing Director for Interscope Geffen A&M Records at 25 and toured with and
devised branding campaigns for major international acts including Nirvana, Pearl Jam, Rage Against the
Machine, Dr. Dre, Gwen Stefani, U2 and Eminem. Her most recent project was the 2017 release Why
Vinyl Matters, a manifesto of the importance of the vinyl record by and for fans, the book includes
interviews with a wide array of aficionados, ranging from Lars Ulrich to Fatboy Slim.
UK publication date: Faber – 31st March 2019
Rights sales for You are Beautiful and you are Alone: UK (Faber), US (DaCapo Press)
Agent: Matthew Hamilton
Material available: proposal – Delivery: December 2019
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The Sky is Falling

How Vampires, Zombies, Androids, and Superheroes Made America Great
for Extremism

by Peter Biskind

Almost everything has been invoked to account for Trump’s victory and
the rise of the alt-right around the world, from job loss, to racism, to
demography. Everything, that is, except popular culture. Acclaimed film
critic and best-selling author Peter Biskind turns his sharp eye towards the
most popular genres of today’s entertainment – thrillers, sci-fi, and fantasy
– to illuminate how onscreen polarization has bled into the political sphere.
In a culture that is far more The Walking Dead than M.A.S.H, our
imagination has shifted to the extreme. Where once centrist institutions and
their agents – cops, doctors, scientists and politicians– were glorified by mainstream Hollywood, the heroes
of today’s movies and TV have overthrown this ideological construct. From The Hunger Games to Blade
Runner 2049, from the Avengers to Game of Thrones, vigilante anti-heroes reign. How did pop culture become
pulp culture, A-movies become B-movies with A-movie budgets, the top of the double bill become the
bottom of the double bill, and then the only bill?
In The Sky is Falling, Biskind dives headlong into two decades of heroes and villains, taking the year 2000
as the tipping point into the Age of Extremism. Persuasive and provocative, The Sky is Falling illustrates
how extreme culture now roils the waters of our political life. The extreme has become the mainstream.
PETER BISKIND is a renowned cultural critic and film historian. He is the author of several books
including Easy Riders, Raging Bulls: How the Sex, Drugs, and Rock'n'Roll Generation Saved Hollywood (1998), also
the basis of a documentary film; Down and Dirty Pictures: Miramax, Sundance, and the Rise of Independent Film
(1998).
UK publication date: Allen Lane - 11th September 2018
US publication date: The New Press – 11th September 2018
Praise for The Sky is Falling:
‘Peter Biskind’s kaleidoscopic deep dive into the symbiotic relationship between the narratives of popular
entertainment and our political culture had me talking out loud to myself. You’ll never look at your favorite
movies and TV shows the same way again. And you shouldn’t.’ — Steven Soderbergh
‘The only thing better than seeing a good movie is reading what Peter Biskind has to say about it. Who else
can explicate the hidden politics of movies and make you laugh out loud at the same time?’
– Barbara Ehrenreich
‘The Sky is Falling is not only insanely readable, it demonstrates how the way for Trump and all kinds of
fundamentalists was paved years ago by apparently apolitical popular culture. This is a book about the
seismic change at the very heart of today’s society, and a book for all those who want to know exactly what
a mess we’re in’ – Slavoj Žižek
Rights sales for The Sky is Falling: UK (Penguin Press), US (The New Press), Serbia (IK Lom)
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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The Little Book of Bob

Life Lessons from a Street-Wise Cat

by James Bowen

★ From the cat who brought you the bestselling

A Street Cat Named Bob books (over 2 million copies sold

worldwide) and starred in a box-office hit about his own life ★

“I know it might sound strange or even slightly silly to say this about
a cat, but I find him inspirational. It’s as if he is some ancient
philosopher who understands everything and everyone around him.
As if he’s seen it all before. Knows life inside out. For the past ten
years or more, he has genuinely been a kind of guru to me.”
In his latest book, James shares some of the experiences and insights he has gained during a decade spent
with his loyal companion Bob. Tender, touching and wise, it is a little book with a big heart.
The book will be integrated with line drawings of Bob.
JAMES BOWEN is the internationally bestselling author of A Street Cat Named Bob, The World According to
Bob and A Gift from Bob. A film of A Street Cat Named Bob was released in 2016, starring Bob himself. His
books have sold millions of copies and been translated into over thirty languages.
UK publication date: Hodder – 1st November 2018
Praise for A Street Cat Named Bob:
‘An instantly bestselling memoir that, beside its heart-warming tale of their friendship, offers an insight
into the injustice of life on the streets that's by turns frustrating and life-affirming’ – The Times
‘A heart-warming tale with a message of hope’ – Daily Mail
‘A true story and ideal for anyone like me who's a bit mad when it comes to felines’ – Glamour
Rights sales for The Little Book of Bob : UK (Hodder), Brazil (under offer), Finland (WSOY),
Germany (Luebbe), Portugal (Porto), Russia (Ripol), Spain (Esfera de los Libros), Sweden (NoNa)
Agent: Lesley Thorne
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Big Sister, Little Sister, Red Sister
Three Women at the Heart of Twentieth Century China

by Jung Chang

The new biography from the world-renowned author of
Wild Swans
For much of the 20th century, China’s most prominent women were
three sisters from a family in Shanghai called the Soong: Ai-ling, Chingling, and May-ling. These women were at the heart of the country’s
tempestuous changes and left their mark on their land and on
history. And yet they were born and educated in America, daughters to
a Methodist preacher, and none of them ever learnt to speak Chinese well.
The eldest sister, Ai-ling, was to marry China’s richest man, H. H. Kung.
The middle sister, Ching-ling, was to marry Sun Yat-sen, founding father of Modern China and its first
president.
The youngest, May-ling, was to become Mme Chiang Kai-shek, subsequent leader of the Republic of
China first in mainland China and later in Taiwan.
It was said at the time that ‘One loved money, one loved power and one loved her country.’
But the truth is more complicated. Acclaimed author Jung Chang introduces us to three of the lesser
known figures in contemporary Chinese history, and demonstrates that while the sisters became part of
history initially as a result of their associations with powerful men, Red Sister and Little Sister in particular
became major political figures in their own right. And although each became powerful, their lives were
also full of contradiction, glamour, hardship and personal sacrifice.
JUNG CHANG is the global best-selling author of Wild Swans and Empress Dowager Cixi as well as Mao:
The Unknown Story which she wrote with her husband, Jon Halliday. Her books have been translated into
more than forty languages.
Publication date: Jonathan Cape – Autumn 2019
Rights sales for Big Sister, Little Sister, Red Sister: UK (Jonathan Cape), US (Knopf), Brazil
(Companhia das Letras), Denmark (Rosinante), Germany (Blessing), Italy (Mauri Spagnol), Netherlands
(Meulenhoff), Norway (Gyldendal Norsk), Portugal (Quetzal)
Agent: Clare Alexander
Material available: proposal – Delivery: October 2018
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Honorable Exit
by Thurston Clarke
From the award-winning author of JFK’s Last Hundred Days comes a
narrative of revisionist history about the greatest evacuation under
wartime conditions since Dunkirk, a humanitarian operation on a grand
scale and largely unknown...
From the beginning of the Vietnam War, U.S. political and military
leaders had consistently pledged to rescue the South Vietnamese who
would be at risk in the event of a Communist victory. But when the North
Vietnamese troops overwhelmed allied forces at Ba n Me Thuot and the
US government reneged, a few hundred Americans defied their superiors
in Saigon and Washington to orchestrate the evacuation of 130,000 South
Vietnamese by air and sea. They set up underground railroads with a network of safe houses; impersonated
chauffeurs, generals, and hospital patients; embossed documents with counterfeit consular stamps; and
“adopted” Vietnamese civilians old enough to be their parents. They risked everything— their careers and,
in some cases, their lives— to ensure safe haven for their co-workers, friends, and even strangers in any
way they could. Abandonment was not an option.
Honorable Exit is the story of the few who believed they had a moral duty to save those who had stood by
them and were convinced that a nation built by immigrants had room for more.
Film rights have been optioned by Red Wagon (Working Girl, Memoirs of a Geisha, Gladiator)/Warner Brothers
with Matt Charman, the Academy Award nominee for Best Original Screenplay for Bridge of Spies, set to
adapt.
THURSTON CLARKE is the national bestselling author of twelve widely acclaimed works of fiction and
nonfiction, including three New York Times Notable Books. His Pearl Harbor Ghosts was the basis of a CBS
documentary and his bestselling Lost Hero, a biography of Raoul Wallenberg, was made into an Emmywinning NBC miniseries. His articles have appeared in Vanity Fair, The New York Times, The Washington Post,
and many other publications.
US publication date: Doubleday – 30th April 2019
Praise for H onorable Exit:
‘Thurston Clarke has a genius for finding episodes in history that deserve reexamination. Just as the U.S.
rescued its employees and allies from the embassy roof, this gifted story-teller has found gems of heroism,
honor, and suspense in an agonizing chapter of the American story.’ — Strobe Talbott
‘…Thurston Clarke's Honorable Exit brings this little-known story to light with the speed and power of a
riveting thriller. It challenges us to remember a time when Americans refused to abandon desperate people
in a far-off country. It's a kind of Schindler's List for America's lost war.’ — George Packer, author of The
Assassins’ Gate and The Unwinding
Rights sold for H onorable Exit: US (Doubleday), Film rights: Red Wagon/Warner Brothers
Rights sold for previous title, JFK’s Last Hundred Days: US (Penguin Press), UK (Allen Lane),
Netherlands (De Bezige Bij)
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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Future Nation

The New Global Identity and How to Make it Work
for Everyone

by Hassan Damluji

In Europe and the United States a new political fault line has emerged,
one that is dividing countries, one that harks back to other unstable
times. Politics is no longer right or left, it is in or out, global or national,
us or them. Future Nation unpicks this unhelpful dichotomy and sets out
a new way forward.
Strong bonds of trust and belief in a shared destiny are the foundations
of successful economic and political systems. But many of humanity’s
gravest challenges – poverty, climate change, threat of nuclear war – can only be solved through global
collaboration. Future Nation looks back to the founding nationalist principles of people such Immanuel Kant
and Giuseppe Mazzini, and shows how nationalism was only the first step on a path to continental and
then global co-operation. That ambition has been lost in the noise of aggressive agendas. We must now
rediscover how people have been successfully bonded, and updates these principles for our modern, global
world. Future Nation proposes a system of Global Nationalism, bringing people together on an international
level to tackle the issues that concern all of humanity, while retaining the sense of agency and selfgovernance that bonds nations. It argues we can be, and we should be, united by our humanity.
HASSAN DAMLUJI works at the Gates Foundation, where he is responsible for the strategy and
engagement of the organisation across the 22 countries of the Arab League and Turkey. Hassan is cofounder and sits on the board of the Lives and Livelihoods Fund.
UK publication date: Allen Lane – September 2019
Rights sales for Future Nation : UK (Allen Lane), Japan (Gentosha)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: proposal – Delivery: November 2018
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The Rise and Fall of the British
Nation
A Twentieth-Century History

by David Edgerton

From the acclaimed author of Britain' s War Machine and The
Shock of the Old , a bold reassessment of Britain's twentieth
century.
It is usual to see the United Kingdom as an island of continuity in an
otherwise convulsed and unstable Europe; its political history a smooth
sequence of administrations, from building a welfare state to coping with decline. Nobody would dream
of writing the history of Germany, say, or the Soviet Union in this way.
David Edgerton's major new history breaks out of the confines of traditional British national history to
redefine what it was to be British, and to reveal an unfamiliar place, subject to huge disruptions. This was
not simply because of the world wars and global economic transformations, but in its very nature. Until
the 1940s the United Kingdom was, Edgerton argues, an exceptional place: liberal, capitalist and antinationalist, at the heart of a European and global web of trade and influence. Then, as its global position
collapsed, it became, for the first time and only briefly, a real, successful nation, with shared goals,
horizons and industry, before reinventing itself again in the 1970s as part of the European Union and as
the host for international capital, no longer capable of being a nation.
Packed with surprising examples and arguments, The Rise and Fall of the British Nation gives us a grown-up,
unsentimental history which takes business and warfare seriously, and which is crucial at a moment of
serious reconsideration for the country and its future.
DAVID EDGERTON is the Hans Rausing Professor of the History of Science and Technology and
Professor of Modern British History at King's College London. He is the author of a sequence of groundbreaking books on twentieth-century Britain: England and the Aeroplane: Militarism, Modernity and Machines,
Science, Technology and the British Industrial 'Decline', 1870-1970, Warfare State: Britain, 1920-1970 and Britain's
War Machine: Weapons, Resources and Experts in the Second World War.
UK publication date: Allen Lane – 28th June 2018
Praise for The Rise and Fall of the British Nation:
‘Every so often a book comes out that the entire political class needs to read ... Edgerton is Britain's most
exciting and arresting late-modern historian ... Thanks to this rich and compelling book, we now have a
proper map and compass’ – New Statesman
‘A fierce and dazzling account of 20th-century Britain’ – Guardian
‘Stimulating and bracing ... He demonstrates that the story the British tell about themselves – and how it
is taught in schools and discussed in the public sphere – is bogus’ – The Times
‘Original, opinionated, scholarly, complex and immensely stimulating ... this ambitious and provocative
book achieves something remarkable. It provides a striking new perspective on our past, one that future
historians may not accept but will be unable to ignore’ – Literary Review
Agent: Clare Alexander
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City of Devils
A Shanghai Noir

by Paul French
1930s Shanghai could give Chicago a run for its money. In the years
before the Japanese invaded, the city was a haven for outlaws from all
over the world: a place where pasts could be forgotten, fascism and
communism outrun, names invented, fortunes made – and lost.
'Lucky' Jack Riley was the most notorious of those outlaws. An ex-Navy
boxing champion, he escaped from prison in the States, spotted a craze
for gambling and rose to become the Slot King of Shanghai. Ruler of the
clubs in that day was 'Dapper' Joe Farren – a Jewish boy who fled
Vienna's ghetto with a dream of dance halls. His chorus lines rivalled
Ziegfeld's and his name was in lights above the city's biggest casino.
In 1940 they bestrode the Shanghai Badlands like kings, while all around the Solitary Island was poverty,
starvation and genocide. They thought they ruled Shanghai; but the city had other ideas. This is the story
of their rise to power, their downfall, and the trail of destruction they left in their wake. Shanghai was
their playground for a flickering few years, a city where for a fleeting moment even the wildest dreams
seemed possible.
In the vein of true crime books whose real brilliance is the recreation of a time and place, this is an
impeccably researched narrative non-fiction told with superb energy and brio, as if James Ellroy had
stumbled into a Shanghai cathouse.
PAUL FRENCH lived and worked in Shanghai for many years before returning to London in 2013. He is
a widely published analyst and commentator on China and North Korea. His literary non-fiction book,
Midnight in Peking, was a New York Times Bestseller, BBC Radio 4 Book of the Week and won the Edgar
Best Fact Crime book award by the Mystery Writers' of America and the Crime Writers' Association nonfiction Dagger award.
UK publication date: riverrun – 28th June 2018
Praise for City of Devils:
'Shanghai's champion storyteller – He grips his reader to the end' – Economist
'Gripping, breakneck ultra-noir reminiscent of vintage Ellroy' – David Peace
'If you love Richard Lloyd Parry and David Grann, don't miss City of Devils' – Megan Abbott
Rights sales for City of Devils: UK (riverrun/Quercus), US (Picador), Australia (PRH Australia),
Simplified Chinese (PRH North Asia)
TV rights: Kudos Film and TV
Agent: Clare Alexander
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The White Darkness
by David Grann

A powerful true story of adventure and obsession in the Antarctic,
lavishly illustrated with color photographs.
Henry Worsley was a devoted father and husband, a decorated British Special
Forces officer, a person who believed in honor and tradition. And a man
obsessed. He’d spent his life idolizing Ernest Shackleton, the famous polar
explorer who came ninety seven nautical miles short of being the first man to
cross Antarctica on foot, and later led the legendary H.M.S. Endurance expedition.
In 2009, after years of training and gathering supplies, Henry was ready to pick up where Shackleton had
left off. Teaming with other descendants of Shackleton's crew, he set off for Antarctica. Battling the frozen,
desolate landscape, life-threatening physical exhaustion and hidden crevasses, they managed to reach their
goal. But for Worsley, it wasn't enough. In November 2015, at age 55, he began a new quest: To walk across
the continent of Antarctica by himself.
David Grann tells Worsley's remarkable story with the intensity and narrative power that has led him to be
called “simply the best narrative nonfiction writer working today.” Illustrated with over fifty stunning
photographs from Worsley's and Shackleton's journeys, The White Darkness is both a gorgeous keepsake
volume and an unputdownable adventure story of a man pushing himself to the extremity of human
capacity.
US publication date: Doubleday – 30th October 2018
Rights sales for The White Darkness: US (Doubleday), UK (Simon & Schuster), France (Le Seuil), Korea
(Psyche’s Forest Books), Netherlands (Q), Poland (Foksal), Spain (Literatura Random House)

The Old Man and the Gun
Now a major motion picture starring Robert Redford, Casey Affleck, Danny
Glover, Tika Sumpter, Tom Waits, Elisabeth Moss, and Sissy Spacek, The Old
Man and the Gun is here joined by two other riveting true-crime tales.

“The Old Man and the Gun" is the incredible story of a bank robber and prison
escape artist who modeled himself after figures like Pretty Boy Floyd and who,
even in his seventies, refuses to retire. "True Crime" follows the twisting
investigation of a Polish detective who suspects that a novelist planted clues in his
fiction to an actual murder. And "The Chameleon" recounts how a French
imposter assumes the identity of a missing boy from Texas and infiltrates the
boy's family, only to soon wonder whether he is the one being conned. In this mesmerizing collection,
David Grann shows why he has been called a "worthy heir to Truman Capote" and "simply the best
narrative nonfiction writer working today," as he takes the reader on a journey through some of the most
intriguing and gripping real-life tales from around the world.
US publication date: Vintage - 4th September 2018
Rights sales for The Old Man and the Gun: US (Vintage), UK (Simon & Schuster), Italy (Corbaccio),
Spain (Literatura Random House)
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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Thirst

A Story of Redemption, Compassion, and a Mission to
Bring Clean Water to the World

by Scott Harrison

An inspiring story of redemption, second chances, and the
transformative power within us all, from the founder and CEO of the
massively successful nonprofit charity: water…
As a top nightclub promoter in New York City, Scott Harrison’s life was
an endless cycle of drugs, booze, models—repeat. But ten years in,
desperately unhappy and morally bankrupt, he asked himself, “What
would the exact opposite of my life look like?” Walking away from
everything, Harrison spent the next sixteen months on a hospital ship in
West Africa and discovered his true calling. In 2006, with no money and less than no experience, he founded
charity: water. Today, his organization has raised over $300 million to bring clean drinking water to more
than eight million people around the globe. Thirst recounts the twists and turns that built charity: water into
one of the most trusted and admired nonprofits in the world. Renowned for its 100% donation model,
bold storytelling, imaginative branding, and radical commitment to transparency, charity: water has
disrupted how social entrepreneurs work while inspiring millions of people to join its mission of bringing
clean water to everyone on the planet within our lifetime.
In the bestselling tradition of Shoe Dog and Mountains Beyond Mountains, Thirst is a riveting account of how to
build a better charity, a better business, and a better life—and a gritty tale that proves it’s never too late to
make a change.
SCOTT HARRISON is the founder and CEO of charity: water, a nonprofit with the mission of providing
clean water to the 663 million people worldwide who lack access to it. Over the last eleven years, more
than one million donors around the world have helped charity: water fund twenty-eight thousand water
projects in twenty-six countries that will serve 8.2 million people. Harrison has been recognized on Fortune’s
40 Under 40 list and Forbes’s Impact 30 list and was ranked #10 in Fast Company’s 100 Most Creative People
in Business. He lives in New York City with his wife and their two children.
UK/US publication date: Currency/Crown – 2nd October 2018
Praise for Thirst:
‘Scott shows us how to find the extraordinary in the ordinary, how to find hope in despair, and how simple
acts of generosity can transform everything from what we believe about ourselves to how we connect with
each other. In the end, Thirst is about what matters most. Love.’ — Brené Brown, PH.D., #1 New York
Times Bestselling author of Braving the Wilderness
‘This book does for the soul what water does for a parched throat. Scott Harrison shares his extraordinary
transformation from party animal into the visionary leader of one of the world’s most creative and crucial
charities. His story will inspire you to think bigger, feel deeper, and give more.’— Adam Grant, New York
Times bestselling author of Give and Take, Originals, and Option B with Sheryl Sandberg
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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Appetite for Definition
An A-Z Guide to Rock Genres

by Ian King

Part reference book, part history, and part road map to the connectivity
of music, Appetite for Definition brings together over two hundred genres
of rock music into an entertaining and enlightening family tree of
America’s favorite musical genre— rock and roll.
The days of being able to walk in to a record store and seek out
recommendations from an aloof but knowledgeable staffer feel like a
distant memory. From iTunes to Spotify, listeners now regularly turn to
algorithms instead of human advice to develop their relationships with
the music they love.
The essential companion for any rock lover’s collection, Appetite for Definition organizes these algorithms,
giving them a human story, and pulling up recommendations from a deeper well of consideration and
knowledge. Ian King’s meticulous guide is a must-have for any rock fan—obsessive or casual—wanting to
learn more about the history and significance of the genre.
IAN KING is a music writer and publishing professional who has contributed to Nylon, Slice magazine, The
Line of Best Fit, PopMatters, and Vol. 1 Brooklyn, as well as other music media. He lives in Brooklyn, New
York, with his wife and their son.
US publication date: HarperCollins – 6th November 2018
Rights sales for Appetite for Definition: UK (Harper Perennial), US (HarperCollins)
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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The Infinite City

Utopian Dreams on the Streets of London

by Niall Kishtainy
London seethes with utopian dreams. For centuries London’s streets
have been home to utopian dreamers and schemers who demanded
more from the city and laid out their paths to a better world. Starting
with Thomas More, who coined the term in the 16th Century, visions of
utopia abound. From Francis Bacon’s New Atlantis, to William
Morris’s quasi-medieval utopia on the banks of the River Thames at
Hammersmith, and Henrietta and Samuel Barnett’s Hampstead Garden
Suburb, the last five centuries have seen individuals with big ideas enact
their plans, and whether through writing, building or activism the aims
have always been to encourage their fellow citizens to dream bigger, to expect more from their cities and
for themselves.
In this brilliant and original book, Niall Kishtainy uses the stories of London’s utopians to write both an
alternative history of a place and a history of utopian ideas and experiments. With a dazzling array of
characters including H G Wells, Karl Marx, The Chartists, The Diggers and many more, Kishtainy shows
how these utopian visions rose and fell, and what we can learn from them today. He take a sideways look
at London and its development and shows how utopians were of specific places and times, but how they
were nevertheless driven by universal goals: sustenance, dignity and human connection. But this book is
more than a history of London, and is framed and directed by a set of thematic concerns that seek to explain
and analyse, to look at utopia as an idea and to set it (and its proponents) within broader political and
economic contexts. That this is a book set in London is about more than esotericism – London is the City
in archetype, for most of the narrative it is the major city in the world, and it is therefore the city where
contradictory desires have been stirred up like in no other. It is in such conditions that utopian (and
sometimes dystopian) ideas flourish.
NIALL KISHTAINY is a writer and academic from London. He is the author of A Little History of
Economics, which has been translated into 15 languages. He has a PhD in the history of economics from the
University of Warwick, and taught economic history at the London School of Economics. He has also
worked as an economist and policy adviser for the British government, United Nations and the World
Bank.
UK publication date: William Collins – 2020
Praise for previous title, A Little H istory of Economics:
‘A deft, highly readable history of economics, full of humanity’ – Tim Harford, Financial Times
‘Punchy and fun’ – Robert Shiller
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: proposal – Delivery: Autumn 2019
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Clear Bright Future

A Radical Defence of the Human Being

by Paul Mason

Trump rules America. Brexit has triggered the breakup of the European
Union. Social media is awash with anti-semitism, white supremacy &
violence. The world is gearing up for tactical nuclear war. In Turkey,
hundreds of journalists are in jail. This is not some dystopian graphic
novel; it is reality.
Paul Mason argues that, at the core of the crisis, is a retreat from
humanism. The ultra-right’s project is to attack the individual freedoms
the free market system promoted: to attack information freedom, roll back the Geneva conventions,
destroy the very concept of universal human rights, and erode granular freedoms that have underpinned
the lifestyles of a networked generation. In response, Mason demands a radical defence of the human
being: a reinvention of humanism; a re-assertion of the universality of human rights; the struggle for a
society where biologically determined hierarchies are abolished. We are facing powerful men with the
egomaniac traits of the arch-villain in a superhero movie. But there is no superhero: no Batman to deal
with this growing army of grotesque authoritarian jokers.
In this urgent book Paul Mason documents the intellectual, political and economic processes of
disintegration that led to a country which designed globalisation, and benefitted the most from it, voting
to end it.
PAUL MASON is an award-winning writer, broadcaster, and film-maker, at the centre of the global
public debate on how to respond to globalisation’s crisis. His previous book Postcapitalism: A Guide To Our
Future has to date been published in 18 languages.
UK publication date: Allen Lane – 4th April 2019
Praise for previous title, Postcapitalism :
‘Mason weaves together varied intellectual threads to produce a fascinating set of ideas... Politicians of all
stripes should take note. And so should the people who vote for them’ – Financial Times
‘Deeply engaging... he writes with freshness and insight on almost every page...Mason is a worthy successor
to Marx’ – Guardian
Rights sales for Clear Bright Future : World English (Penguin), Germany (Suhrkamp Verlag), Italy (II
Saggiatore), Netherlands (De Bezige Bij), Portugal (Objectiva), Spain (Paidos)
Rights sales for previous title, Postcapitalism : Brazil (Companhia Das Letras), Bulgaria (IztokZapad), China (China Citic Press), Croatia (Fokus), Denmark (Art People), Germany (Suhrkamp Verlag),
Greece (Kastaniotis Editions), Italy (II Saggiatore) Japan (Toyo Keizai Shimpo-sha), Korea (The Quest),
Netherlands (De Bezige Bij), Portugal (Random House), Romania (Litera), Russia (Ad Marginem Press),
Spain (Ediciones Paidos), Sweden (Ordfronts Forlag), Turkey (Yordam), World English (Penguin)
Agent: Matthew Hamilton
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Astounding

John W. Campbell, Isaac Asimov, Robert A. Heinlein, L. Ron
Hubbard, and the Golden Age of Science Fiction

by Alec Nevala-Lee

The unprecedented landmark account of the extraordinary partnership
between four controversial writers who set off a revolution in science
fiction and forever changed our world… John W. Campbell was both
visionary author and the editor of the groundbreaking magazine best
known as Astounding Science Fiction, in which he discovered countless
legendary writers and published classic works ranging from the I, Robot
series to Dune. He dominated the genre for over more than thirty years,
from the rise of the pulps to the debut of Star Trek, and his three closest collaborators reached
unimaginable heights. Isaac Asimov became the most prolific author in American history; Robert A.
Heinlein emerged as the leading science fiction writer of his generation with Starship Troopers and Stranger
in a Strange Land; and L. Ron Hubbard achieved lasting fame—and infamy—as the founder of the Church
of Scientology.
Drawing on unexplored archives, thousands of unpublished letters, and dozens of interviews, Nevala-Lee
offers a riveting portrait of the four authors, their work, and their tumultuous private lives. Astounding delves
into the birth of fan culture in the depths of the Great Depression; follows the four through World War II
and the dawn of the atomic era; and honors such exceptional women as Doña Campbell and Leslyn
Heinlein, whose pivotal roles in science fiction have gone largely unacknowledged. For the first time, it
reveals the startling extent of Campbell’s influence on the ideas that evolved into Scientology and looks
unsparingly at the tragic final act that estranged the others from Campbell, bringing the golden age of
science fiction to a close, and illuminates how their complicated legacy continues to shape the imaginations
of millions and our vision of the future itself.
ALEC NEVALA-LEE was born in Castro Valley, California, and graduated from Harvard University with
a bachelor's degree in Classics. He is the author of the novels The Icon Thief, City of Exiles, and Eternal Empire.
His work has appeared in such publications as The Daily Beast, Salon, and the Los Angeles Times.
US publication date: Dey Street Books/HarperCollins –3rd October 2018
Praise for Astounding:
‘A big biography of John Campbell, the genius magazine editor who created a mass market for science
fiction couldn’t be timelier. Alec Nevala-Lee’s granular portrait of Campbell and the quirky superstars
whose careers he launched in the 1940s and 1950s is a gift to science fiction fans everywhere’
– Sylvia Nasar
‘Excellent....Ingenious....The story that Nevala-Lee pieces together here has never quite been assembled in
such a detailed, balanced, and clearly written way....A coherent narrative arc that moves forward with the
grace of a good tragicomic historical novel....As literary and cultural history, Astounding may well stand as
the definitive account of this important era in the growth of modern SF.’—Gary K. Wolfe, Locus
‘This book is a major work of popular culture scholarship that science fiction fans will devour’
– Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Rights sales for Astounding: World English (Dey Street Books), Simplified Chinese (Bejing ZZHW)
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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The Dalai Lama
An Extraordinary Life

by Alexander Norman
The first definitive biography of the Dalai Lama—a story by turns
inspiring and surprising—from an acclaimed Tibetan scholar with
exceptional access to his subject
The Dalai Lama’s message of peace and compassion resonates with
people of all faiths and none. Yet, for all his worldwide fame, he remains
personally elusive. Now, Alexander Norman, acclaimed Oxford-trained
scholar of the history of Tibet, delivers the definitive biography—
unique, multi-layered, and at times even shocking.
The Dalai Lama illuminates an astonishing odyssey from isolated Tibetan village to worldwide standing as
spiritual and political leader of one of the world’s most profound and complex cultural traditions.
Norman reveals that, while the Dalai Lama has never been comfortable with his political position, he has
been a canny player—at one time CIA-backed—who has maneuvered amidst pervasive violence,
including placing himself at the centre of a dangerous Buddhist schism. Yet even more surprising than the
political, Norman convinces, is the Dalai Lama’s extreme spiritual practice, rooted in magic, vision, and
prophecy—details of which are illuminated in this book for the first time.
A revelatory life story of one of today’s most radical, charismatic, and beloved world leaders.
June
ALEXANDER NORMAN has collaborated with the Dalai Lama on several of his best-selling books,
including Freedom in Exile and Beyond Religion. He is the author of a critically-acclaimed history of the Dalai
Lamas, Holder of the White Lotus.
US publication date: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt – 6th April 2019
Praise for previous title, Beyond Religion :
‘A book that brings people together on the firm grounds of shared values, reminding us why the Dalai
Lama is still one of the most important religious figures in the world.’ —Huffington Post, “Best Religious
Books of 2011”
‘Cogent and fresh . . . This ethical vision is needed as we face the global challenges of technological
progress, peace, environmental destruction, greed, science, and educating future generations.’ —Spirituality
& Practice
Rights sales for The Dalai Lama: UK (Ebury), US (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
Rights sales for Beyond Religion: UK (Ebury), US (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt), Canada (McClelland
& Stewart), Brazil (Lucida), Bulgaria (Fama), Denmark (Visdoms Bogerne), France (Fayard), Germany
(Luebbe), Hungary (Noran Libro Kiado), Israel (The Dharma Friends of Israel), Italy (Sperling &
Kupfer), Japan (Samgha), Korea (Gimm Young), Lativia (Zvaigzne ABC), Netherlands (Milinda),
Romania (Lifestyle), Russia (Save Tibet), Spain (Dharma), Taiwan (China Times), Thailand (Suan Nguen
Mee Ma)
Agent: Aitken Alexander Associates
Material available: proposal – Delivery: November 2018
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Did You Hear Mammy Died?
by Seamas O’Reilly

Did You Hear Mammy Died? is the story of Seamas O’Reilly’s childhood,
growing up as one of eleven children to a widowed father in rural
Northern Ireland.
Half-orphaned at five, Seamas describes how his mother’s death changed
his childhood relationships with life, his family and everyone else, as
knowledge of his tragic experience preceded him - and goes back in time
to tell the story of their meeting and starting their odd, and oddly
gigantic, family. We see how dad Joe manages to bring all eleven kids up
in a happy home, from building bookshelves in every room so he doesn’t
need to give lectures on academic achievement, to videotaping 800 films from the TV so as to never have
to buy a Blockbuster subscription, or getting a convent to cook their Christmas turkey every year.
All of this is set against the backdrop of Northern Ireland at the tail end of the Troubles, and the self-same
Irish border set to be a new post-Brexit political frontier. Seamas describes the realities inherent in living
on that now notable boundary, not least when an IRA bomb blew out all the windows of their home when
he was three years old.
Later, Seamas grapples through teen years as a nascent political radical, amateur satirist and eventually a
university student in Dublin, one who memorably finds himself face to face with the Irish president while
on Ketamine.
Did You Hear Mammy Died? is the story of a boy, man and family reaching to attain normality from
extraordinary circumstances, and their successes and failures along the way.
SEAMAS O’REILLY is a columnist for The Observer and writes about, media and politics for the Irish Times,
New Statesman, Guts and VICE, while also being well known for his many online endeavours such as
‘Remembering Ireland’, a satirical parody of cheap nostalgia sites, which features entirely invented moments
from Irish history.
UK publication date: Fleet – 31st March 2019
Agent: Matthew Hamilton
Material available: proposal – Delivery: December 2018
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Civilized

How 4,000 Years of Law Shaped the World As We
Know It

by Fernanda Pirie

As citizens of modern societies, our lives are regulated by laws. Law is
used to maintain order, resolve disputes, to protect our liberties and
rights. We would like to think that our legal systems have been
developed to reflect our collective aims and our moral strivings for
fairness and justice, and that the resulting laws and systems are logical,
comprehensive and practically effective. But history shows us that this
is not the case…
For as long as humans have written, humans have written laws, but the
laws created have often been anything but rational, complete, or even enforceable. Nor has the law always
been the domain of governments and lawyers, but has been crafted variously by priests, scholars and village
councils, all with their own ambitions and priorities. More than just rules to live by, laws enshrine the
aspirations of both the lawmakers and society at large, mapping out an imagined future, in place to
demonstrate the people and societies we are striving to be.
In Civilised, Fernanda Pirie takes us on a tour of 4,000 years of global law, from Hammurabi’s Babylonian
law stone to the laws of the United Nations, via Hindu and Islamic law, merchant law, and the great legal
codes of imperial China. Although each system is distinct, the stories we find all tell us something about
the impact of law. And though varied, each example helps us to understand the modern world, by enabling
us to see why people make laws, and the hidden agendas and aspirations that underlie even the most
‘rational’ legal systems.
Whilst lawmakers were not always acting on logic and reason, the rules they created tell us something about
the populations they were made for, whether that be about how humans lived, or about how they wanted
to live. In telling the little-known story of how laws have defined human history, this book also becomes,
then, a history of human civilizations told through the laws that have been responsible for their creation,
and a book that encourages us to look anew at something we all too often take for granted.
FERNANDA PIRIE is Professor of the Anthropology of Law at the Centre for Socio-Legal Studies at the
University of Oxford, where she spent the past 10 years working with colleagues in history and
anthropology looking at legal systems from throughout human history, comparing and contrasting, and
charting their influence on the modern world. Prior to academia she was a practising barrister.
UK publication date: Profile - 2021
Rights sales for Civilized: UK (Profile), US (Basic Books), Italy (Ponte Alle Grazie), Netherlands
(Thomas Rap), Portugal (under offer), Spain (Critica)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: proposal – Delivery: November 2020
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Save Me the Plums
My Gourmet Memoir

by Ruth Reichl
Here, for the first time, the beloved food writer and restaurant critic
reveals the personal and professional risks she took during her tenure as
the editor in chief of Gourmet magazine.
When Conde Nast offered Ruth Reichl the top job at Gourmet, she
initially declined. She’d built her career on celebrating the simple joys of
sharing food with friends and family— she was a writer, not a manager,
and had no interest in being anybody’s boss. Yet… the epicurean
magazine had enchanted Reichl at the age of 8: she discovered her own love of food through its pages,
devouring the tales of long-lost banquets in Tibet, life in Paris, and golden fruit growing on strange tropical
trees. The chance to work at the magazine, just when food was becoming an important part of popular
culture, proved deliciously irresistible.
Beginning with the leap of faith which landed her in the lion’s den of the most glamorous publishing
company in the world, Reichl’s fourth memoir chronicles the push and pulls of being a working mother,
the learning curve of becoming a leader, and, ultimately, the loss of it all, when Gourmet is closed in 2009.
Featuring legendary chefs such as Daniel Boulud, David Chang, and Eric Ripert; idiosyncratic writers like
David Foster Wallace; and eccentric Conde Nast owner, Si Newhouse, Save Me The Plums is a rare behindthe-scenes glimpse into the inner workings of the culinary world— and the colorful editors and art directors
who, under Reichl’s leadership, transformed Gourmet into a cutting-edge publication.
RUTH REICHL was Editor in Chief of Gourmet Magazine from 1999 to 2009. Before that she was the
restaurant critic of both The New York Times (1993-1999) and the Los Angeles Times (1984-1993), where she
was also named food editor. Reichl is the author of the critically acclaimed, best-selling memoirs Tender at
the Bone, Comfort Me with Apples, Garlic and Sapphires, For You Mom, Finally; the novel, Delicious!; and, most
recently, the cookbook My Kitchen Year. She has been honoured with 6 James Beard Awards, was
named Adweek’s Editor of the Year in 2007, and has received the Missouri Honor Medal for Distinguished
Service in Journalism and the 2008 Matrix Award for Magazines from New York Women in
Communications, Inc. She holds a B.A. and an M.A. in the History of Art from the University of Michigan
and lives in Upstate New York with her husband, Michael Singer.
US publication date: Random House – June 2019
Rights sales for previous memoir, Garlic and Sapphires: US (Penguin Press), UK (Century), Australia
(Allen & Unwin), Brazil (Objetiva), China (China Renmin), Germany, (Blanvalet), Greece (Polytropon),
Israel (Graff), Italy (Salani), Norway (Gyldendal Fakta), Poland (Vizja Press), Russia (AST), Taiwan
(Commonwealth)
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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An Innocent Bystander

I

The Killing of Leon Klinghoffer

by Julie Salamon

In October 1985, Leon Klinghoffer, a wheelchair-bound New Yorker, and
his wife, Marilyn, were on a cruise with friends to celebrate their 36th
wedding anniversary. Four members of the Palestinian Liberation Front
boarded the Italian liner, the Achille Lauro, and took the passengers and
crew hostage. Klinghoffer was shot in the head and thrown overboard.
In the wake of the hijacking, Klinghoffer’s daughters were pitched into the
spotlight and their lives turned upside down— the murder of their father
was just the beginning. There was an internationally coordinated manhunt,
led by the U.S. Military and intelligence forces, including a breath-taking mid-air confrontation on a
moonless night. There was the diplomatic story of the background negotiations between the governments
of the United States, Egypt, Italy, and Israel, each trying to garner political capital from the hijacking and
its aftermath. Salamon interviewed almost all the living participants to recreate a global story, involving the
fates of the men, women, and children connected by this single explosive act of terror.
A masterful work of journalism that moves between action and psychological drama, An Innocent Bystander
shows how modern terrorism has upended the old rules of war and retribution, testing the limits of
humanity, compassion and belief in the rule and necessity of law.
Author, critic, and journalist JULIE SALAMON has written several notable books, among them the
Hollywood classic The Devil’s Candy, and the New York Times best-selling biography of Wendy Wasserstein,
Wendy and the Lost Boys. Her ten previous works, which have been translated into several languages, include
the international best-seller The Christmas Tree, one of three collaborations with illustrator Jill Weber. For
many years Salamon was a reporter and critic for The Wall Street Journal and The New York Times. Raised in
rural Ohio, Salamon lives with her family in New York City.
US publication date: Little, Brown – 11th June 2019
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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The Desert and the Sea

977 Days Captive on the Somali Pirate Coast

by Michael Scott Moore

From esteemed journalist and author of Sweetness and
Blood com es a revelatory memoir chronicling the 977
days he was held captive by Somali pirates.

In January 2012, while on assignment with Der Spiegel and funded by a
grant from the Pulitzer Centre on Crisis Reporting, Michael Scott
Moore travelled to the tumultuous Horn of Africa to write about
piracy and the building of legitimate trade. In a terrible twist of fate,
Moore himself was kidnapped and subsequently held captive variously
in the open desert bush, in a series of barren prison homes, and on a captured tuna boat from
Taiwan. He walked free in September 2014 when his ransom was put together by the help of several
US and German institutions, friends, colleagues, and his strong-willed mother.
Caught between Muslim Somali pirates, the looming threat of Al-Shabaab, and the rise of ISIS, The Desert
and the Sea falls at the intersection of reportage, memoir, and history. Moore offers an intimate and otherwise
inaccessible view to life as we cannot fathom it, filled with dark humor, humanity, and a journalist’s clinical
distance and eye for detail. Emotional and elucidating, The Desert and the Sea blends a traumatic and
incredible personal narrative with rigorous journalistic investigation of foreign and domestic hostage
policy, the history and economics of piracy, the effects of post-colonialism, religious extremism, and the
costs of survival.
MICHAEL SCOTT MOORE is an accomplished author and journalist and a previous resident of Berlin,
where he moved after his admission to the Fulbright Scholar Program in 2006. His novel about the city of
Los Angeles, Too Much of Nothing, was published in 2003 and Sweetness and Blood, his travel book about the
spread of surfing to odd corners of the world, was named a book of the year by The Economist in 2010.
Moore has written about politics and travel for the Atlantic, Slate, Der Spiegel, Miller-McCune
Magazine, Bloomberg Businessweek, and the Financial Times. He has dual German and US citizenship and is
fluent in both German and English.
US publication date: HarperWave – 24th July 2018
Praise for The Desert and the Sea:

‘A fascinating and beautiful story… reads like a novel.’— Trevor Noah, from Moore’s 7/24/18
appearance on The Daily Show
‘A harrowing and affecting account of two and a half years of captivity at the hands of Somali pirates... A
deftly constructed and tautly told rejoinder to Robert Louis Stevenson's Kidnapped, sympathetic but also
sharp-edged’ – Kirkus (starred review)
‘…a fascinating page-turner. Having faced an experience no one ever should, Moore constructs a
narrative that makes readers’ heart beat faster and with purpose’ – Booklist (starred review)
Rights sales for The Desert and the Sea : World English (HarperWave), Germany (Edel), Poland
(Rebis)
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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To Stop a Warlord

My Story of Justice, Grace, and the Fight for Peace

by Shannon Sedgwick Davis

One woman’s inspiring true story of an unlikely alliance to stop the
atrocities of warlord Joseph Kony, proving that there is no limit to
what we can do, even in the face of unspeakable injustice and
impossible odds.
It was late at night in the summer of 2010 when Shannon Sedgwick
Davis, a lawyer, human rights advocate, and Texas mom to two young
boys, first met the Ugandan general to discuss an unconventional plan
to stop a murderous warlord who’d terrorized communities in four
countries across Central Africa.
For twenty-five years, Joseph Kony and his Lord’s Resistance Army had killed over a hundred thousand
people, displaced millions, and abducted tens of thousands of children, forcing them to become child
soldiers. After meeting with survivors and community leaders, aid workers and lawmakers, it was clear that
the current international systems were failing to protect the most vulnerable. Guided by the strength of her
beliefs and convictions, Sedgwick Davis knew she had to help other parents to have the same right she
had—to go to sleep each night knowing that their children were safe.
But Sedgwick Davis had no roadmap for how to stop a violent armed group. She would soon step far
outside the bounds of traditional philanthropy and activism and partner her human rights organization, the
Bridgeway Foundation, with a South African private military contractor and a specialized unit within the
Ugandan army. The journey would bring her to question everything she had previously believed about her
role as a humanitarian, about the meaning of justice, and about the very nature of good and evil.
In her book, To Stop a Warlord, Sedgwick Davis tells the story, for the first time, of the unprecedented
collaboration she helped build with the aim of finally ending Kony’s war—and of their unforgettable
journey on an unexpected path to peace. A powerful memoir that reads like a thriller, this is a story that
asks us just how hard we would fight for what we believe in.
SHANNON SEDGWICK DAVIS is the CEO of the Bridgeway Foundation, a philanthropic organization
dedicated to stopping mass atrocities, and an award-winning advocate for social justice and international
human rights. She previously served as the vice president of Geneva Global, and director of public affairs
at the International Justice Mission. She is an advisory council member of The Elders, the group of global
statesmen founded by Nelson Mandela, and a board member of several organizations, including Humanity
United and charity: water. She lives with her family in San Antonio, Texas.
US publication date: Spiegel & Grau – April 2, 2018
Praise for To Stop A Warlord:
‘Sister Shannon sought to protect God’s children from harm’s way, always motivated by a warm heart and
a deep moral sense of our shared responsibility toward one another. Her compelling and inspiring
book, To Stop A Warlord, beautifully moves each of us to take action to help the most vulnerable among
us.’— Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu.
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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In a Time of Monsters

Travels through a Middle East in Revolt

by Emma Sky

Returning to the UK in September 2010 after serving in Iraq as the
political adviser to the top American General, Emma Sky feels no
sense of homecoming. She is soon back in the Middle East traveling
through a region in revolt. In In a Time of Monsters, Sky bears witness to
the demands of young people for dignity and justice; the inability of
sclerotic regimes to reform; the descent of Syria into civil war; the rise
of the Islamic State; and the flight of refugees to Europe. With a deep
understanding of the Middle East, and empathy for people, Sky makes
a complex region more comprehensible. A great storyteller and
observational writer, Sky reveals the ties that bind the Middle East to the West and how blowback from
our interventions in the region contributed to the British vote to leave the European Union and to the
election of Donald Trump as president of the United States.
EMMA SKY is a British expert on the Middle East. From 2007 to 2010, she served in Iraq as the political
advisor to US General Ray Odierno, and as the Governorate Coordinator of Kirkuk for the Coalition
Provisional Authority from 2003 to 2004. She is now director of Yale's Maurice R. Greenberg World
Fellows Program and a Senior Fellow at the Jackson Institute, where she teaches Middle East politics.
UK publication date: Atlantic – 7th February 2019
Previous title, The Unravelling: H igh H opes and Missed Opportunities in Iraq:
★Shortlisted for the Orwell Prize 2016
★Shortlisted for the Samuel Johnson Prize 2015
★ One of the New York Times’ 100 Notable Books of 2015
★ One of Financial Times’ Books of the Year, 2015
★A New York Times Editors’ Choice
★A New Statesman Essential Book of the Year 2015
★A Times Book of the Year 2015
Rights sales for previous title, The Unravelling: H igh H opes and Missed Opportunities in Iraq:
UK (Atlantic), US (Public Affairs), Simplified Chinese (Caixin Media)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Women’s Work

My Reckoning with Home and Help

by Megan K. Stack

From award-winning journalist Megan Stack comes a memoir that
wrestles with the question: as a working mother, how do you manage
to be out in the world? And if you are, who is at home?
Both memoir and reportage, Women’s Work offers a profound look into
the forgotten cornerstone of the world — the household. After her
first book was published to critical acclaim, newly
pregnant Megan made a decision: she would quit her newspaper job to
write and care for the baby. She pictured herself pen in hand while the
baby napped in a sunbeam…but then the baby was born, her husband
returned to his job, and Megan found herself at home with a colicky son, a household to run, and not a
single moment to write. That is, until she hired Xiao Li. Set in the sprawling Asian mega-cities of Beijing
and New Delhi, Women’s Work is Megan’s fearless, devastating account of being a working mother and her
relationships with the women who watched her children, cleaned her house, cooked her food, and
transformed her family during her years abroad.
With nuance and honesty, she investigates -- meeting with her employees’ families, traveling to their villages,
and hearing more candid accounts of their lives than the versions they gave her as their boss. She comes face
to face with the terrible challenges domestic employees experience in the developing world and struggles to
understand the global and personal implications of wages paid, services received, and emotional boundaries
drawn and redrawn. Women’s Work depicts the lessons as they happened: as messy events, as family stories,
as confusion, and resolution. At its heart, this is a book about women and the work that women do.
MEGAN K. STACK is the author of Every Man in this Village is a Liar which was a National Book Award
finalist for nonfiction. She’s covered the Middle East, Russia, and China for the Los Angeles Times. In 2007,
she was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in international reporting, and was awarded the 2007 Overseas
Press Club’s Hal Boyle Award for best newspaper reporting from abroad.
US publication date: Doubleday – April 2019
Praise for previous title, Every Man in this Village is a Liar:
‘Illuminating and compassionate’ – Kamila Shamsie, Guardian
‘Extraordinary… Stack removes all the usual nonsense from war reporting. What you read here is the
truth, gorgeously rendered in shimmering sentences, but unrelenting all the same. The honesty of her
reporting, the clarity of her vision is breath-taking. It is a remarkable piece of work’ – Independent
‘This is a brave and beautifully written book’ – Christina Lamb, The Sunday Times
Rights sales for Women’s Work: US (Doubleday/Anchor), UK (Scribe), Australia (Scribe),
Simplified Chinese (Thinkingdom)
Rights sales for Every Man in This Village is a Liar: US (Doubleday/Anchor), UK (Bloomsbury),
Australia (Scribe), Finland (Minerva), France (Rue Fromentin), Netherlands (Contact)
Agent: The Robbins Office, Inc.
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The Brief Life of Flowers
by Fiona Stafford

Come rain or shine, flowers feature perennially in the landscape of
human history. Their beauty has inspired some of the greatest works of
art and literature, captivating creative minds from Ovid to O’Keeffe,
Wordsworth to Van Gogh, Botticelli to Beatrix Potter.
But flowers have also played a key part in forming the past, and may even
shape our future. Some have served as symbols of monarchs, dynasties
and nations – from the Wars of the Roses to the Order of the Thistle.
And while the poppy is often associated with WWI, it was the elderflower
that treated its wounded soldiers, joining a long line of healing flowers
that have developed modern medicine, including lavender and foxgloves.
From the personal to the political, flowers play a part in all aspects of life: the right rose, according to the
Victorian language of flowers, might mend a broken heart, while sunflowers may just save our planet.
This beautifully written collection is at once enchanting and intriguing, weaving together art, science,
history and horticulture to offer a fresh perspective on the world around us. The Brief Life of Flowers reveals
how even the most ordinary of flowers have extraordinary stories to tell.
FIONA STAFFORD is Professor of English at the University of Oxford. She specialises in literature of
the Romantic period, Scottish and Irish literature, contemporary poetry, environmental humanities and
nature writing, literature and the visual arts. In addition to academic books and essays, she contributes to
newspapers, literary magazines, art books, Radio 3’s The Essay and collections of nature writing. She is the
author of The Long, Long Life of Trees, which was the Sunday Times Nature Book of the Year, and Jane
Austen: A Brief Life.
UK publication date: John Murray – 15th November 2018
Praise for previous title, The Long, Long Life of Trees:
‘It is impossible to imagine a better book on the subject than this’ – Daily Mail
‘Everywhere her eye for detail brings the trees to life . . . elegant, engaging, impeccably written and packed
with interest’ – John Carey, Sunday Times
‘Enchanting . . . as gripping as a good thriller’ – The Times
Rights sales for The Long, Long Life of Trees: US (Yale), Simplified Chinese (United Sky (Beijing)
New Media Co), Korea (KL Publishing)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Immortal

The New Science of Ageing and How We Could Stop It

by Andrew Steele

Ageing is the world’s leading cause of death and suffering. That
probably sounds counterintuitive. Growing old brings experience and
wisdom; to do so gracefully is something to aspire to. Ageing is a curse
that we are perversely lucky to have; we live long enough for it to be a
problem. And isn’t getting old just a natural part of being alive? We
accept that as we advance in years our bodies and minds begin to
deteriorate. But we never really question why.
What causes our bodies to break down as we get old? What part do
external factors play? And do we really have to accept the deterioration
of our bodies as an inevitability? After all, there are tortoises and salamanders whose risk of dying remains
constant all the way through their lives. Could it be possible that humans, with the help of science, could
find a way to become old without getting elderly, a phenomenon otherwise known as biological
immortality?
In Immortal: The New Science of Ageing and How We Could Stop It, Andrew Steele takes us through the
fundaments of human biology to show us what is happening to our bodies as we age, and to explore how
we might reverse or stave off some of its effects. He shines a spotlight on what he sees as a revolution
already underway behind the closed doors of biology labs, geared towards solving one of society’s biggest
problems: living healthier, for longer. But it’s not all cutting edge science and we will also see why it is
that as we get older our hair goes grey, our memories let us down and our hangovers hurt more.
Immortal will be a book that asks serious questions about the future of medicine, and the future of
humanity, but it will also be a book that serves as a primer to human biology. Through learning what
happens to our bodies as we age we also see the inverse – the processes that give rise to life. We'll learn
about fundamental principles from genetics to evolution, through the prism of the most fundamental
process of all – getting old.
ANDREW STEELE is a 32-year-old computational biologist with a PhD in physics. He is a Research
Fellow at the Francis Crick Institute in London, using computers to decode our DNA, and unravel the
secrets hidden in some of modern biology’s biggest data. He has a first-class degree and a DPhil from
Oxford University, where he used particle accelerators to understand the inner workings of magnetic and
superconducting materials.
UK publication date: Bloomsbury – 2020
Rights sales for Immortal: UK (Bloomsbury), US (Doubleday), Simplified Chinese (Citic), Italy
(Vallardi), Portugal (Saida da Emergencia), Romania (SC Publica), Russia (Eksmo)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: proposal – Delivery: Spring 2019
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Idle Hands

An Alternative History of the World (and Work)

by James Suzman

Why do we work so hard and ascribe so much importance to it? How
did work become the central organisational principle of our societies?
How has work shaped our evolution, and the ways we think about and
engage with the world around us? What are the social, economic and
environmental consequences of our culture of work? And what might a
world where work plays a far less important role in our lives than it does
now be like?
Idle Hands is a history of human civilisation told through the prism of our
relationship with work. Around the world, work dominates our lives: a
job is not just a job, it defines us. It dictates where and with whom we spend our time, it informs our
political values, conveys status and imparts self-worth. But this was not always the case. Economists used
to imagine a future in which automation would usher in a golden age of leisure time, but our deeply
ingrained view that productivity is success means that the idea of such a future is no longer utopian.
James Suzman tracks our lives from the very earliest human populations to show that a form of work has
always been fundamental to who we are, but that our focus on productivity is a relatively modern
phenomenon – and that the drive for productivity at all costs has started to become counter-productive.
Integrating insights from epigenetics, ethology, genomics, social anthropology, economics and evolutionary
theory, Idle Hands will challenge the way we think about work, and investigate what might happen if we
embrace the opportunities offered by automation. It will suggest that we have reached an inflection point,
but that by looking back in time, we might be able to reimagine our future relationship with work.
JAMES SUZMAN is a social anthropologist and the author of Affluence without Abundance: The Disappearing
World of the Bushmen (Bloomsbury USA 2017). He is the director of the anthropological think tank
Anthropos and is a fellow of Robinson College at Cambridge University as well as a fellow of the Royal
Geographic Society. James has written on some of the central ideas of Idle Hands in the New York Times,
Guardian, Observer, New Statesman and Atlantic.
UK publication date: Bloomsbury – 2020
Praise for previous title, Affluence without Abundance:
‘An insightful and well-written book’ – Yuval Noah Harari
‘[A] fascinating book. . . Part-ethnography, part-memoir, this is a poignant account of a culture on
the brink of extinction’ – Sunday Times
Rights sales for Idle H ands: UK (Bloomsbury), US (Penguin Press), China (Citic), France
(Flammarion), Germany (Beck), Greece (Metaichmio), Italy (Il Saggiatore), Japan (Toyo Keizai), Korea
(RH Korea), Netherlands (Thomas Rap), Poland (Zysk-I-Ska), Portugal (Saida de Emergencia), Romania
(Publicat), Russia (Eksmo-Bombora), Spain (Debate)
Agent: Chris Wellbelove
Material available: proposal – Delivery: Autumn 2019
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Landru’s Secret

The Deadly Seductions of France’s Lonely Hearts Serial
Killer

by Richard Tomlinson

It is April 1919 and a detective arrives at a dingy apartment near Paris’s
Gare du Nord, acting on a tip-off from a housemaid. Within days, a warweary nation will be transfixed by a tale of sex, horror and revenge.
Henri Désiré Landru, a 50-year-oldswindler, stands accused of killing 10
women and one young man after luring them to the countryside outside
Paris. Landru denies all charges, while the police find no certain trace of
the missing women, seven of whom were last seen in the village of
Gambais. It is as if they have simply vanished.
Yet the truth about the ‘Bluebeard of Gambais’, buried for the next hundred years in the Paris police
archives, is even more disturbing than the prosecution case. Landru kills more women, probably many
more, than the ten victims on the charge sheet, snaring his fiancées with artful lonely hearts adverts. And
this lethal misogynist preys on hundreds of other women – at stations, outside factories, on buses and in
public parks – during his bowler-hatted rampage across a wartime Paris stripped bare of eligible men.
Two indomitable young sleuths, a housemaid and a belle époque beauty, join forces in this female revengers’
tragedy to track down the killer of their sisters. Yet Landru may still escape justice. The stage is set for the
trial of the century – a murder case with no bodies, a gallery packed with celebrities, from Maurice Chevalier
to Rudyard Kipling, and a brilliant attorney battling to save Landru from the guillotine.
RICHARD TOMLINSON has a Ph.D. in modern French history from Cambridge University and also
studied at Paris’s Institut National d’Etudes Démographiques.
UK publication date: Pen & Sword – 30th October 2018
Praise for previous title, Amazing Grace: The Man who was W.G:
‘A magnificent biography of sport’s first global superstar’– Daily Telegraph
‘A lovingly crafted piece of work.’ – Daily Mail
Agent: Jane Turnbull
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We Need to Talk About Money
by Otegha Uwagba

If you’d rather drink cold paint than talk to your colleagues about
their salaries, or fretting about money has ever kept you up at night,
then you’re in the right place. Like sex, love and friendship, money
is such an emotionally fraught topic. We are all in a relationship
with our bank balance – some healthier than others.
Part cultural commentary, part memoir, We Need To Talk About
Money is a young woman’s account of her evolving relationship with
money, through growing up on a notorious South London council
estate to going on to study at the world-renowned University of
Oxford, by way of a scholarship to an elite London private school.
But this book is about more than the individual: what can examining our shared experiences – the
anxieties, vulnerabilities, and raw emotions we all have when thinking about money – demonstrate about
women’s collective relationships with money in a broader social, cultural and political context?
Infused with warmth, wit and refreshing candour, We Need to Talk About Money is a book that women of
all ages and walks of life will instantly recognise themselves in, set to prompt a generation of women to
begin having the long overdue conversations about money they’ve all desperately been yearning for.
OTEGHA UWAGBA is a writer, brand consultant, and the founder of Women Who – a London-based
platform that connects, supports, and inspires creative working women. She's also the author of Sunday
Times bestseller Little Black Book: A Toolkit For Working Women. A former ad(wo)man, she spent years
working at media powerhouse Vice and world-renowned advertising agency AMV BBDO, and grew up
in South London, where she still resides.
Praise for previous title, Little Black Book :
‘A must-read for anyone looking to be as prolific as Uwagba herself’ – Sunday Times
‘Otegha Uwagba has the answer to all your creative career challenges…this book is a must-read guide for
all creative women looking to navigate the world of work’ – Elle
‘Little Black Book is THE book of the year for working women with drive – ’Refinery 29
‘Such a useful little book packed with knowledge, I definitely could have done with reading this when I
went freelance back in 2014’ – Reni Eddo-Lodge, author of Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People
About Race
Rights sales for Little Black Book: UK – World English (Fourth Estate), France (Marabout Hachette),
Italy (Solferino), Japan (Tatsumi Shuppan), Lithuania (Jotema), Netherlands (De Bezige Bij), Norway
(Egalia Books), Serbia (Finesa), Spain (Lumen)
Agent: Emma Paterson
Material available: proposal – Delivery: November 2019
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Travels in a Dervish Cloak
by Isambard Wilkinson

In the best tradition of travel writing which combines both
swagger and soul, a foreign correspondent takes a journey to
the heart of Pakistan.
Spellbound by his grandmother’s Anglo-Indian heritage and the exuberant
annual visits of her friend the Begum, Isambard Wilkinson became
enthralled by Pakistan as an intrepid teenager, eventually working there as a
foreign correspondent during the War on Terror. Seeking the land behind
the headlines, Bard sets out to discover the essence of a country convulsed
by Islamist violence. What of the old, mystical Pakistan has survived and
what has been destroyed? We meet charismatic tribal chieftains making their last stand, hereditary saints
blessing prostitutes, gangster bosses in violent slums and ecstatic Muslim pilgrims. Navigating a minefield
of coups, conspiracies, cock-ups and bombs, Bard is reluctant to judge, his ear alert to the telling phrase,
his eye open to Pakistan’s palimpsest of beliefs, languages and imperial legacies. His is a funny, hashishand whisky-scented travel book from the frontline, full of open-hearted delight and a poignant lust for
life. Like a cat with nine lives, Bard travels and parties his way to the remotest corners, never allowing his
own fragile health to deter him.
ISAMBARD WILKINSON was born in 1971. As a young boy in Ireland, he listened to family stories of
adventurous botanists and artists, sailors and soldiers who travelled through China and Africa, India and
Albania. It fired an urge to roam. Expelled from school at 15, after university he was refused entry into
the Royal Marines and instead worked for Country Life magazine before leaving to travel throughout
Pakistan. He has worked as a foreign correspondent for the Daily Telegraph in Spain, and then in Pakistan.
He now works for AFP in Hong Kong.
UK publication date: Eland – 28th September 2017
Praise for Travels in a Dervish Cloak :
‘A brilliant debut by a major new talent’ – William Dalrymple
‘Travels in a Dervish Cloak is a masterpiece’ – Peter Oborne
‘A must-read for anyone wanting to understand Pakistan’ – Victoria Schofield, Spectator
‘Enchanting and exuberant, witty, poignant and deeply evocative’ – Jerome Starkey, The Times
Rights sales for Travels in a Dervish Cloak : UK (Eland), India (Bloomsbury India)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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Napoleon

The Man Behind the Myth

by Adam Zamoyski
More has been written about Napoleon than about any other man, yet even
serious historians have been prone to partisan prejudice; the French
tending to glorify him, the British to criticise, with other nations moulding
him to fit their own narratives. Out of this crossfire of prejudice, Adam
Zamoyski seeks to rediscover Napoleon, not as a superhuman, but as a
man.
In the 1790s Napoleon entered a world at war. It was a struggle for
supremacy and survival in which every state in Europe acted out of selfinterest, breaking treaties and shamelessly betraying allies, and the republic Napoleon inherited upon
ascending to First Consul of France in 1799 was little short of chaotic. Yet by the end of fifteen years’ rule,
the boy from an island backwater had not only become one of the most powerful figures in European
history, but had changed the structural and institutional model of the modern western state, and been
embraced as a messiah by the most progressive society in Europe.
Using verifiable primary sources in their original language, Zamoyski examines what drove and enabled
Napoleon. In a brilliant evocation of a time and a man, Zamoyski strips away the myth and pieces together
the life of the person who was Napoleone Buonaparte: examining how he achieved all that he did – and
how ultimately, he undid it all.
ADAM ZAMOYSKI is a historian, academic and the author of the best-selling 1812: Napoleon’s Fatal
March on Moscow and its sequel Rites of Peace: The Fall of Napoleon and the Congress of Vienna, as well as several
other acclaimed works on key figures and aspects of European history.
UK publication date: HarperCollins – 15th October 2018
Praise for Napoleon :
‘Always elegant in style and original in analysis. Zamoyski, a master of the sources and of the culture and
politics that created his subject, produces a fresh, nuanced, beautifully written, gripping, and outstanding
biography of Napoleon that reveals him to be a triumph of luck and accident as much as the invincible
genius of the legend’ – Simon Sebag-Montefiore
‘Adam Zamoyski has retold a story that we thought we knew and made it fresh: stripping away two centuries
of mythology, discarding the apocryphal stories and legends, he finally brings us the real Napoleon’
– Anne Applebaum, author of Red Famine: Stalin’s War on Ukraine
‘Napoleon is an out and out masterpiece and a joy to read’ – Antony Beevor
Rights sales for Napoleon : UK (HarperCollins), US (Basic Books), Brazil (Planeta), China (Ginkgo),
France (Piranha Sahl), Germany (Beck), Netherlands (Balans), Poland (Wydawnictwo Literackie)
Agent: Clare Alexander
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